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Introduction
The Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya is comprised of four main divisions: (1) the
Vibhaṅgas or canonical analyses on the rules enumerated in the
prātimoks
̇
a-sūtras for monks and nuns, (2) the 17 Vastus or chapters
dealing with corporate law or transactions of the saṅgha, (3) the
Ks
̇
udrakavastu or chapter on miscellany, and (4) the Uttaragrantha. Of
these four divisions, the least studied is the Uttaragrantha.1
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＊ The research for this paper was conducted during a very fruitful stay as a
Research Fellow at the International Institute for Buddhist Studies (Sep. to Dec.
2012). I express my heartfelt thanks to the faculty and staff of the Institute,
especially Professors Florin Deleanu, Ochiai Toshinori, and Mr. Hori Shinʼichirō, for
their generous support and kind hospitality. A draft version of this paper was read at
the Institute on Nov. 30, 2012 under the title “An Unnoticed Collection of Indian
Buddhist Case Law: The ’Dul bar byed pa of the Mūlasarvāstivādin Uttaragrantha”; a
revised version, titled “In All the Wrong Places: Sources for a History of Indian
Buddhist Attitudes toward Sexuality and the Development of the ʻBest Bookʼ of
Monastic Law,” was read at the Harvard Buddhist Studies Forum (Feb. 22, 2013). I
thank the participants in both lectures for stimulating conversation. I wish to thank
Dr. Klaus Wille for making his unpublished transliterations of the Private Collection,
Virginia, available to me. I thank Drs. Jens Borgland, Petra Kieffer-Pülz, Ryōji
Kishino, Klaus Wille, Fumi Yao, and Prof. Jens-Uwe Hartmann for useful comments,
all of which have improved this paper. I alone remain responsible for any errors.
The Uttaragrantha is comprised of ten2 substantial sections (or
possibly “texts”),3 and preserved in its entirety only in Tibetan translation.
Although a small number of Sanskrit fragments are preserved in various
international collections, at present no complete text of any of the ten
sections contained in the Uttaragrantha is known to exist in Sanskrit. Two
of the ten sections were translated into Chinese by Yijing 義淨 (635-713
CE) at the beginning of the 8th century.4 At least six (and possibly eight)5
sections known from the Tibetan translation of the Uttaragrantha (’Dul ba
gzhung dam pa) are also preserved in the Sapoduo-bu pini modeleqie薩婆
多部毘尼摩得勒伽 (hereafterModeleqie; T. 1441) translated by Saṅghavar-
man 僧伽跋摩 in 435 CE. Moreover, there are close parallels to eight (and
possibly all ten) preserved in the Shisonglü十誦律 (T. 1435) or “Vinaya in
Ten Recitations,” a text generally attributed to the Sarvāstivādins.
The focus of the present paper, which is divided into three sections, is
the second of the aforementioned ten sections of the Uttaragrantha,6 the
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1 There are two Uttaragranthas preserved in Tibetan: one incomplete (’Dul ba
gzhung bla ma), the other complete (’Dul ba gzhung dam pa). See page 70, below. See
also Kishino 2006; Clarke 2015, 77-80.
2 If one includes the brief section consisting of a single question and answer
known as the Upālis kun dris pa (Sanskrit title unattested), then one may count 11
sections (12 if one includes the colophon). Even Tibetan commentators disagree on
the number of sections/texts included in the Uttaragrantha, the disagreement
seemingly centering on whether or not to include the 11th section in the overall
count; see Kishino 2013, 22n72.
3 I use “sections” to avoid confusion with the fourfold division of texts (or
sections) into Vibhaṅgas, Vastus, Ks
̇
udrakavastu, and Uttaragrantha.
4 The Nidāna and Muktaka, translated in a single text, T. 1452; see Clarke 2001;
2002; 2015, 76-77; Kishino 2013; Kishino 2016.




aśaka are included within the
*Ekottarikā section, thus yielding 8 sections; see Clarke 2015, 78, 81, 82. For a list of
the contents of the Uttaragrantha, see Table 1, below.
6 See Table 1, row 4. 9. The ’Dul bar byed pa is the second section in the Tibetan
section known in Tibetan as ’Dul bar byed pa and sometimes abbreviated to
’Dul byed. As is the case for all section titles in the Uttaragrantha, the
Sanskrit behind the Tibetan title is unattested in the extant Sanskrit folios
of the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya itself.7 Accordingly, in Section One, I
introduce evidence in order to determine the Sanskrit title behind Tibetan
’Dul bar byed pa. In Section Two, I survey the parallels to the ’Dul bar byed
pa preserved in Tibetan, Chinese, and Pāli. In this section I observe that the
’Dul bar byed pa has extremely close parallels in the Modeleqie, and also
parallels衾albeit not particularly close衾in all other extant Vinayas
including the Shisonglü 十誦律. I suggest that identification of these
parallels will allow us to understand better the close relationship between
the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya and the Modeleqie, and the degree of distance
between these two and the Sarvāstivādin Shisonglü十誦律. I conclude this
section by demonstrating that all available evidence suggests that the
Sanskrit term for ’Dul bar byed pa is vinītaka. In Section Three, I discuss a
number of quotations and paraphrases from the Vinītaka preserved in
Gun
̇




consider the relationship between the Vinītaka known to Gun
̇
aprabha and
the various versions preserved in Tibetan and Chinese translations. My
goal in this section is to ascertain whether the Sanskrit sources quoted by
Gun
̇
aprabha may be identified with the ’Dul bar byed pa, its Chinese
parallel in the Modeleqie, or some other extant version.
The ’Dul bar byed pa and its parallels begin with what is perhaps the
most detailed accounts of Indian Buddhist case-law concerning transgres-
sions of the first pārājika rule preserved in any extant Buddhist text.
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arrangement of the Uttaragrantha.
7 Tokuoka 1968, 30, suggests Praśamaka, but like many of his other “restorations”
this must be disregarded.
8 For the dating, see Schopen, [1994] 2004, 312-313.
Although the main focus of this paper is the structure and recensional
history of the Uttaragrantha collections, in order to present my case about
the shared, core structure of the various versions of the Vinītakas, in
Appendix 1 and 2, I have compiled a detailed catalogue of case-law
concerning the rule of celibacy. While not the focus of the present paper,
the case-law pertaining to this rule is likely the richest source of Indian
Buddhist attitudes towards sex and sexuality currently available to us in
any language, a source which to date has remained largely unknown. I trust
that these appendices will serve as helpful guides to those interested in
furthering our knowledge of Buddhist notions of sex, sexuality, gender, and
transgression.
Section 1: Sanskrit Title
Chinese and Tibetan terms are often reconstructed with unattested or
inadequately attested Sanskrit words. These words enter the scholarly
lexicon and are accepted without sufficient questioning. In order to
establish the Sanskrit word underlying Chinese or Tibetan translations, it is
not sufficient simply to cite a Chinese-Sanskrit or Tibetan-Sanskrit
dictionary. Rather, evidence of attestation must be presented; an argument
for the adoption of Sanskrit terms must be made on a case-by-case basis.
Although I propose that the Sanskrit term underlying Tibetan ’Dul bar
byed pa is vinītaka, that this is the case must be demonstrated and not
simply asserted. Below I review some of the evidence.
An important reference to the ’Dul bar byed pa is found in one of the
introductory verses to Viśes
̇
amitraʼs (勝友; Khyad par bshes gnyen; dates





a/vibhaṅga of the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, the
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9 On the two Jinamitras, see Teramoto 1928, 307n8.
Vinayasam
̇
graha (根本薩婆多部律攝; ’Dul ba bsdus pa). The Vinayasam
̇
-
graha is one of only two Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinaya commentaries extant in
both Chinese and Tibetan (the other being the Vinayakārikā, with 14 folios
[approx. 344 verses] preserved in a mostly unedited and unpublished







graha seems not to have been particularly
popular in Tibet, where Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs commentarial tradition dominates
even down to the present day, it is important to note two things with
regard to Viśes
̇
amitraʼs commentarial tradition. First, even though Yijing
knew of Gun
̇
aprabha, he seems to have opted to translate not Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs





graha. In fact, Yijing translated this text in 700 CE, three years before
completing the translation of the canonical Vinaya. Thus, although it is
clear that the commentarial tradition on the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya was
important to Yijing, it appears that this commentarial tradition, favoured in
Nālandā where Yijing was based, differed from that in vogue in Mathurā
and transmitted in the work of Gun
̇
aprabha.10 It is also important to note
that despite its lack of continued popularity in Tibet, the Vinayasam
̇
graha
is extremely well represented in the corpus of Tibetan manuscripts from





graha has not received sufficient scholarly attention; I
know of only a handful of modern studies in which it has been discussed in
any detail.12 The most detailed study of the Vinayasam
̇
grahaʼs introductory
verses is the pioneering study by Sasaki Kyōgo 佐々木教悟 (1915-2005).13
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10 See the colophon in which the connection between the Autocommentary and
Mathurā is made explicit; Vinayasūtraʼs Pravrajyāvastu Study Group 2012, 37
(mention of Mathurā is omitted in Bapat and Gokhaleʼs edition [1982, 59]).
11 See Yang 2012.
12 Shaku Keihō 1939; 1940; Sasaki Kyōgo 1976; 1977; Yang 2012.
13 Sasaki Kyōgo 1976. The only other reference to these verses of which I am
As we will see, however, Sasakiʼs interpretation is not without significant





don (Peking [P]: dan) gang gzhi dang phran tshegs gleng gzhi sil bu la
yod rnam par ʼbyed las gang gsungs dang ||
gang dag lnga pa dang ni bcu drug pa dang nye ba ʼkhor gyis zhus las
bshad pa dang ||
gang dag bram zeʼi bu mo dang ni ʼdul byed de bzhin15 gang dag (P: ga)
ma mo las bshad pa ||
rin chen yon tan ʼod ʼbar bzhin du yon tan ʼbar ba de dag ʼdir ni rim
bzhin bzhag ||16
To be sure, there are a few minor discrepancies between the Chinese
and Tibetan versions, especially in the last line, and even a few textual
problems that remain to be resolved. Nevertheless, it should be clear to all
who work their way through it that Viśes
̇
amitraʼs verse contains what was
almost certainly intended to be a complete list of the contents of the
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aware is the series of annotations found in the five volume, Edo-period printing of the
Vinayasam
̇
graha (説一切有部律攝) preserved in Ryūkoku University Library (for a
description of the volumes and the extent of the annotations, see Clarke 2006, 26-28).
The first volume contains a foreword (附言) by the Japanese Mūlasarvāstivādin
monk Gakunyo 學如 (1716-1773) dated to 1764 (明和甲申).
14 Vinayasam
̇
graha : T. 1458 (xxiv) 525a8-11 (juan 卷 1).
15 Somewhere around here one would expect a reference to the Kathāvastu; I
wonder whether kathā was somehow conflated with tathā resulting in Tibetan de
bzhin.
16 Derge (4105), bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba (vol. 253) NU 88a2-3; Peking (5606), bstan
’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol. 120) PHU 121a4-6. In the last line we seem to have a
possible reference to Gun
̇
aprabha in Tibetan.
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya. In order to clarify which sections are enumerated
in this verse, below I provide a table (Table 1) listing the known Sanskrit
titles of the sections of the Uttaragrantha, and, in columns 5 and 6, the exact
location of these sections as they have come down to us in Tibetan (sTog
Palace edition) and Yijingʼs Chinese translation (Taishō). I have also
included the Tibetan and Chinese terms used to translate or transliterate
the Sanskrit titles in their respective translations as a basis for comparison
with the terminology of Viśes
̇
amitraʼs verse.
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It is important to note that Viśes
̇
amitra does not use the term
Uttaragrantha (or any variant). He does, however, seem to list most, if not
all, ten constituent sections thereof. Accordingly, I have numbered the
section titles mentioned by Viśes
̇
amitra following the fourfold division
outlined above, with sections of the Uttaragrantha numbered from 4. 1 to
4. 10. The focus here is to establish the Sanskrit title underlying number 4. 9
above, namely binidejia比尼得迦 in Chinese and ’dul byed or ’dul bar byed
pa in Tibetan.
Sasaki states that the Chinese term binidejia 比 尼 得 迦 is a
transcription of the Sanskrit term Vinayapit
̇
aka.22 At first glance, this looks
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17 See, for instance, T. 1453 (xxiv) 483b25-28: 有五種事不應書者。一謂波羅底木
叉。二并此廣釋。三諸餘毘奈耶。四并廣釋。五謂諸有施主所施之物。及別人己物；
T. 1452 (xxiv) 426a12-14: 佛言。有五種物皆不應書。謂別解脫戒經。別解脫廣釋。
及諸事等與律教相應之義。并私己物。於己物上不應書字。可作私記憶持。；T.
1451 (xxiv) 282a8: 此頌與廣釋盜戒不異；T. 1459 (xxiv) 617c11: 戒經及廣釋.
18 T. 1452 (xxiv) 426a14: 及諸事 (full context given in note above).
19 Although the *Pañcaka is not specified, I take the inclusive “down to” (naizhi乃
至), suggesting an abbreviation in the list, to indicate its presence.
20 On the *Mān
̇
avikā, see Clarke 2015, 79-80. In the annotated version of the
Vinayasam
̇
graha mentioned in note 13, above, (fasc. 1, p. 8) monapijia 摩納毘迦
“Mān
̇
avikā” is glossed as follows, indicating that it was understood as a textʼs title (摩
納毘迦今ノ第十軽訶戒下ニ出ツ即書目也). It seems that what exactly it refers to
was unknown to our Edo-period commentators, as one would expect since the two
extant Chinese versions do not contain titles.
21 In the annotated version of the Vinayasam
̇
graha mentioned in note 13, above,
(fasc. 1, p. 8) shenyaoshi 申要釋 seems not to be understood as a title of a specific
text.










kā を指す｡” Nearly all of these




reasonable: bini比尼 often transcribes vinaya ; de得 is likely transcribing ta
or t
̇
a,23 and jia 迦 is a standard transcription of Indic ka. Phonetically,
however, there are two problems with Sasakiʼs suggestion. The main
problem is the lack of any transcription for “pi”; the lack of a transcription
for “ya” is less problematic since this is sometimes abbreviated in any case.
Given that this verse lists the component parts of the Vinayapit
̇
aka,
however, the only way Sasakiʼs interpretation would be possible is if the
verse were telling us that the aforementioned titles comprise the
Vinayapit
̇
aka. But this is not what the verse says. This should be clear, for
instance, from the fact that after Chn. binidejia 比尼得迦 /Tib. ’Dul byed
the verse衾and hence also the list衾continues, listing another Vinaya text,
the Mātr
̇
kā (benmu本母; ma mo). That the verse/list does not end at Chn.
binidejia比尼得迦 /Tib. ’dul byed suggests that these terms are the names
of a specific section or text of the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya. Although
binidejia比尼得迦 is a relatively poor transcription of Vina[yapi]t
̇
aka, it is
a perfectly good transcription of Vinītaka.
Section 2: The Extant Corpus of Vinītakas
The ’Dul bar byed pa is approximately 50 folios long in Tibetan. As noted in
Table 1, there is no Chinese translation preserved in the Mūlasarvāstivādin
corpus translated by Yijing. In terms of content, at least at first glance, the
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In the annotated version of the Vinayasam
̇
graha mentioned in note 13, above,
(fasc. 1, p. 8) binidejia 比尼得迦 is glossed as follows, possibly indicating an
awareness of the relationship between this section and the “miscellaneous section” of
the Modeleqie (比尼得迦摩得伽論三丁十六云毘尼摩得勒伽雑事ト云ヘリ). Note,
however, the Risshō kōroku 律攝講録 (Anon.) (on which, see Clarke 2006, 28),
wherein binidejia比尼得迦 seems to be understood as theModeleqie摩得勒伽 (fasc.
1, p. 19).
23 Clearly transcribing a voiceless, unaspirated dental or perhaps retroflex
consonant (i. e., t or t
̇
).
’Dul bar byed pa resembles the Bhiks
̇
u-vibhaṅga, in which the rules of
discipline for monks are introduced in order of diminishing gravity from the
four pārājikas onwards, almost invariably24 all with stories explaining how
and why the rules were introduced. The ’Dul bar byed pa, however, covers
only nine衾the first nine衾vibhaṅga rules: the four pārājikas and the first
five saṅghāvaśes
̇
a offences. Why coverage extends only to these nine rules
is not clear.25 Although there is some overlap with the content of the
vibhaṅga, the ’Dul bar byed pa is a discrete textual unit and is not to be
confused with the vibhaṅga.26 The ’Dul bar byed pa appears to contain case-
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24 The possible exception being the śaiks
̇
a section in which several rules are
sometimes delivered on the basis of a single frame story in Yijingʼs translation but
not in the Tibetan translation.
25 The fact that the first five saṅghāvaśes
̇
a rules deal with matters related to
sexuality (from masturbation to matchmaking) may lend some credence to the
theory proposed here衾albeit with very little confidence衾that the ’Dul bar byed pa
was intended to deal with only the most serious of monastic offences, being the
pārājika rules (concerning first and foremost sexuality) and the saṅghāvaśes
̇
a
offences related to sexuality. Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 2: 252 also comments
on the fact that in the Vinayas preserved in Chinese these sections cover only down
to saṅghāvaśes
̇
a 5 or 8; why they do not continue is unclear: “まぎらわしい実例に関
する説明が、僧残法第五条ないし第八条までで、なぜ中断されているかは不明であ
る。”






vinītakāni (see VSSMsB sūtra number 98 [VSPVSG 2007, 34. 16-. 17; 45. 17; trans. on
p. 62 must be corrected]). Although I do not fully understand this, it seems to be
telling us that the Vinītakas are an elucidation/examination or even judgement




26 In his book on monastic administration, Jonathan Silk discusses two Vinaya





prabhāvatī. Both passages are introduced in Tibetan with a precise textual
reference, itself cited by Silk (2008, 266-267), in which we are told that the source is
the ’Dul bar byed pa : ’dir gzhung ni ’dul byed las. Silk, however, is unable to locate
the original source of Śākyaprabhaʼs quotations; he states, “I have not yet identified
law, that is, cases purporting to be of specific events attributed to specific
individuals, and as a general rule衾at least as they are presented衾not
hypothetical situations such as those found in the casuistry of the
vibhaṅgas, for instance.
Similar incidents or case-law histories are recorded in all extant
Sthavira Vinayas, viz., Sarvāstivāda-vinaya,27 Dharmaguptaka-vinaya,
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the passage in the Vibhaṅga to which this apparently refers.” Silk, then, seems to
understand ’dul byed to be a reference to the Vinaya-vibhaṅga, perhaps having
confused Tibetan ’dul ba rnam par ’byed pa or rnam ’byed with ’dul bar byed pa or
’dul byed. Both passages may be located in the ’Dul bar byed pa. The source for Silkʼs





not a pārājika for, with the intention of stealing, taking goods belonging to the
Community of the Four Quarters from one monastery to another is found at
(Vinītaka pārājika 2): sTog ’Dul ba NA 6a1-2; T. 1441 (xxiii) 587c15-16; T. 1435
(xxiii) 430c15-17. Interestingly, the ’Dul bar byed pa clearly states that this is a





ta; this is also the position of the Vinītakas in theModeleqie and Shisonglü. The
discrepancy between Śākyaprabha and the received Tibetan ’Dul bar byed pa
further suggests the existence of multiple Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinītakas and multiple
Mūlasarvāstivādin legal traditions; see p. 94.
Silkʼs “Textual Materials 55” involves a resident monk who has someone plough
a saṅgha-owned field. The saṅghaʼs field happens to be very close to a householderʼs
field, and this proximity gives rise to a dispute over ownership. Non-humans are
called as witnesses. After the householder goes away, the monk restarts the
ploughing, only to be caught by the householder. The source for this is found at
(Vinītaka pārājika 2): sTog ’Dul ba NA 4a6-b3; T. 1441 (xxiii) 587b6-14; T. 1435
(xxiii) 430a22-b4.
By my admittedly very quick count, the ’Dul bar byed pa is cited no less than 45





For a number of references to Śākyaprabhaʼs commentary, see most recently Pagel





27 In asserting that it is primarily only modern, Western scholars who use terms
such as “the Vinaya of the Sarvāstivādins” and “Sarvāstivāda-vinaya,” Kishino (2013,
4 and 5n17) overlooks earlier Japanese scholarship such as Nanjioʼs 1883 catalogue
(see, for instance, page 246) and even Nakamura 1980 (51: Dharmaguptaka-vinaya,
Mahīśāsaka-vinaya, and the Pāli Vinaya. There are also parallels in the
Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya, but those parallels do not follow the same structure
as those preserved in the Vinītakas of other schools. To the best of my
knowledge, Hirakawa Akira 平川彰 (1915-2002) was the first modern
scholar to notice the correspondence between the Mahāsāṅghika Vinītaka
section and the parallels in the Dharmaguptaka, Mahīśāsaka, Sarvāstivādin,
and Pāli Vinayas.28 Hirakawa, however, does not discuss the Modeleqie or
the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, the latterʼs parallels being preserved only in
the Tibetan translation of the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya which is not well
covered in his otherwise magisterial survey of Vinaya literature.
Below in Table 2, I provide a brief outline of the various versions of
the extant Vinītakas. Due to space constraints, in Table 2 and Section
Three below, I restrict myself to a discussion of the various versions of the
first rule, pārājika one. A similar comparative study could easily be
undertaken on the remaining eight rules. The present study, however, will
suffice as a test case in order to introduce part of the text of the Tibetan
’Dul bar byed pa and the genre of the Vinītakas as a whole.
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Mahīśāsaka-vinaya). One reason why some scholars may refer to Vinayas preserved
in Chinese, especially when writing in English (or any other European language), in
terms of their nikāya-affiliation is the simple fact that the English writer cannot衾or
should not衾leave untranslated or unromanized Chinese characters in the main body
of the text. A Japanese author may refer to the Shisonglü 十誦律, for instance,
without any modification of the Chinese characters in the title, and still be
understood. The English author has three main choices: translate (e. g., Vinaya in
Ten Recitations), transliterate (e. g., shisonglü), or gloss (e. g., Sarvāstivāda-vinaya).
As long as the gloss is understood as a gloss, and not as a translation of the textʼs
title, then I see no harm. It would be problematic to understand the use of the
definite article in “the Vinaya of the Sarvāstivādins” or “the Sarvāstivāda-vinaya” to
imply that the Shisonglü was the sole Vinaya of the Sarvāstivādins. I thank Drs.
Kishino Ryōji and Yao Fumi for drawing my attention to possible misunderstandings
here.
28 Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 2: 249-252.
























































582b13-593b20 424b16-445a12 971c8-990b7 182a5-185a27
Pā 1: Vin III 33.35-40.25
Pā 2: Vin III 55.25-67.38
Pā 3: Vin III 79.1-86.26
Pā 4: Vin III 100.8-109.19
Sa 1: Vin III 116.10-119.10
Sa 2: Vin III 126.7-127.19
Sa 3: Vin III 130.16-131.24
Sa 4: Vin III 134.10-. 34






582b13-585b29 424b16-427a11 971c8-975b21 182a5-c28
BD 1: 51-63;
Trans. KP 2001, 67-
71＝2014,
354-359
Cases: 1, 4, 5,







ca. 85 ca. 83 ca. 38 ca. 87 ca. 26 ca. 54 8
Pā＝Pārājika; Sa＝Saṅghāvaśes
̇
a; BD＝The Book of the Discipline (Horner [1938-1966] 1996-1997); KP 2001＝
Kieffer-Pülz 2001＝Kieffer-Pülz 2014; Vin＝Oldenberg [1879-1883] 1969-1982.
*English translations from Pāli as follows: BD 1: 51-63; 93-114; 136-150; 171-190; 197-198; 211-213; 218-221;
226-228; 243-245; KP 2001 (and in 2014 reprint of BD 1, 349-372).
(1): ’Dul bar byed pa
The Tibetan ’Dul bar byed pa is preserved in the Uttaragrantha of the
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya. In the sTog Palace edition of the Kanjur, the ’Dul
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29 See, however, the second paragraph of note 22, above.
30 See note 68, below.
bar byed pa runs from ’Dul ba DA 398b4 to NA 32a5 (approximately 50
folios). The first pārājika runs from DA 398b4 to 411b3, and contains,
according to my classification of the stories, approximately 85 cases.31
Characteristic of most but not all32 sections of theMūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya,








kā (Sapoduo-bu pini modeleqie 薩婆多
部毘尼摩得勒伽); T. 1441
There has been considerable confusion about the Modeleqie. It is usually
considered to be a commentary on the Sarvāstivādin “Vinaya in Ten
Recitations” (Shisonglü 十誦律). This view, which can be traced back at
least as early as 1276 CE33 (and I suspect much earlier, perhaps to the
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31 This numbering is somewhat arbitrary and is not found in the texts themselves;
it is provided merely for the purposes of classification and comparison. There is
ample room for further analysis of each case-law episode and both expansion and
amalgamation of some of my classifications.
32 The two sections that lack an uddāna system are the Mātr
̇
kā and the
Kathāvastu; see Clarke 2015, 79.
33 In his Un’ushō雲雨鈔 written in 1276, the Japanese scholar-monk Gyōnen凝然
(1240-1321) identifies theModeleqie as a commentary on the Shisonglü (摩得勒伽論
十巻釋十誦律 [Dainihon bukkyō zensho 大日本佛教全書, vol. 105: 41a]). It is also
mentioned in question 38 of his Risshū kōyō律宗綱要 (T. 2348 [lxxiv] 16a14: 毘尼母。
磨得勒伽。薩婆多。此三竝十誦律；English trans. in Pruden 1995, 113), but this is a
much later work (1306 CE).
In the Tokugawa-period (1603-1868), Japanese Mūlasarvāstivādin monks such
as Myōzui 妙瑞 (1696-1764) studied the Modeleqie (and not the Shisonglü)
alongside the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya in their attempts at reviving a Mūlasarvāsti-
vādin ordination tradition in Japan (Clarke 2006, 11). During his itinerant lecture
travels, Myōzui read a number of Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinaya works and catalogued
them, compiling a topical index which he titled Ubu hyōmoku有部標目 in 2 fascicles
(Ueda 1939, 14). This text now seems to be lost, but Ueda saw it and reported briefly
on its contents, reproducing the 8 colophons compiled by Myōzui after reading 8
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Vinaya works (Ueda 1939, 15-16). Of these 8 texts, 7 are translations of the
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya and related commentarial literature, all translated by
Yijing; the eighth, however, is the Modeleqie. As I suggested previously (Clarke
2006, 11), “the addition of this text [the Modeleqie] would at least suggest that
Myōzui and the other Japanese Mūlasarvāstivādin monks may have considered it to
be Mūlasarvāstivādin, and not Sarvāstivādin.”
It should be noted, however, that the Modeleqie is not one of the prescribed 12
Vinaya texts (173 fascicles; see Clarke 2006, 17n68) in Kūkaiʼs 空海 Shingonshū
shogaku kyō-ritsu-ron mokuroku 眞言宗所學經律論目録 [Catalogue of Sūtras,
Vinayas, and Śāstras to be studied in Shingonshū] written in 823 CE. Eleven of the
texts are Mūlasarvāstivādin (根本有部); one is Sarvāstivādin (being T. 1440,
Sapoduo pini piposha 薩婆多毘尼毘婆沙, a commentary on the Shisonglü). Kūkai
famously prescribes no Dharmaguptaka Vinaya texts. It seems, however, that his
admonition fell on deaf ears for nigh on a thousand years (Clarke 2006, 17). It is
curious that amongst 11 Mūlasarvāstivādin texts, Kūkai includes the Sarvāstivādin
Vinayavibhās
̇
a, but not the Modeleqie. If he had have been aware of the
Mūlasarvāstivādin affiliation of the Modeleqie, he surely would have included it. But
his reason for including the Vinayavibhās
̇
a is unclear, especially since he does not
include the Shisonglü itself.
In the annotated version of the Vinayasam
̇
graha mentioned in note 13, above,
(fasc. 1, p. 8) benmu本 (Japanese honmo) 本母 “mātr
̇
kā” is glossed as follows, citing
Gyōnenʼs Un’ushō 雲雨鈔 as the source for the attribution of the Modeleqie as a
commentary on the Shisonglü: 本母謂ク摩得伽論十卷多論九卷毘尼母論八卷並ニ釈
十誦雲雨鈔出.
Note also the unattributed, brief entry in Ono 1930-1932, vol. 3: 531, under
Konpon ubu matorogya (sic) 根本有部摩得勒伽, clearly identifying it with the
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya; this entry refers the reader to the more detailed entry
under Sappata-bu bini matokurokka (sic) 薩婆多部毘尼摩得勒伽 (vol. 4: 49) by
Izumi Hōkei 泉芳璟, which does not explicitly refer to the Modeleqie as a
commentary. The entry refers to the sectarian affiliation of the Modeleqie only as
transmitted by the Sarvāstivādins [有部所傳] in the wider sense, making no
mention of the Vinaya in Ten Recitations.
Satō, who translated the Modeleqie into literary Japanese (a syntactical
rearrangement following Japanese word order and grammar) and thus certainly
was familiar with the content, states in his introduction that there can be no doubt
that the original source for this text is the Shisonglü (1936, 72: “本書の本據の典籍
は疑いもなく十誦律である。”). He states further (1936, 69): “本書は薩婆多部と銘






る。”Compare with Kasai Akiraʼs笠井哲 entry in Daizōkyō zenkaisetsu daijiten大蔵
経全解説大事典 (Kamata et al. 1998, p. 389), the first part of which is borrowed
without acknowledgement from Izumi; the second part unacknowledged from Satō,
even adopting his incorrect counting of 62 fascicles for the Shisonglü, the only
changes being a modernization of the language: (薩婆多部と銘記するように十誦律
によって作られたもので、〔中略〕十誦律 1435 六十二〔ママ〕巻を余す所なく整理
し、摂取し、〔中略〕。).
Ueda 1976, 177, classifies the Modeleqie as a commentary on the Shisonglü.
Nishimoto 1955, 81, mentions its traditional classification as one of the five śāstras 五
論 (of the Four Vinayas and Five Śāstras 四律五論) and its affiliation with the
Shisonglü. Whether or not Nishimoto accepts this is unclear, but he does state that
the classification of FourVinayas and Five Śāstras is now no longer appropriate (“四
律五論なる語は相應せざるを覺ゆ”) since modern Buddhist Studies has many more
texts available, including Yijingʼs translations, the Tibetan translation, and the Pāli
Vinaya.
Other scholars have been somewhat more careful with regard to pronounce-
ments on the Modeleqieʼs sectarian affiliation, although to my knowledge other than
a few recent studies (Clarke 2006, 11-12; Kishino 2008; Hakamaya 2011, 12-13) most
scholars have considered it to be a commentary and not a canonical Buddhist Vinaya
text. Hirakawa, for instance, states that “on the basis of the content, there is no room
to doubt that this text is a commentary of Sarvāstivādin lineage” ([1960] 1999-2000,
vol. 1: 268: これも説一切有部系の註釈であることは、内容からみて疑問の余地はな
い).” Hirakawa is careful not to state that it is a commentary on the “Vinaya in Ten
Recitations” (Shisonglü十誦律). In fact, he states very clearly that the text is not of
the same lineage as the Shisonglü十誦律：“すなわち同じ説一切有部の律文献でも、
十誦律と『薩婆多部毘尼摩得勒伽』とでは系統が異なるのである。” ([1960]
1999-2000, vol. 1: 89; cf. Kishino 2008, 183n1; corrected in Kishino 2013, 35n36).
However, Hirakawa certainly does not suggest that the text might be Mūlasarvāsti-
vādin. Funayama 2013, 34, refers to it as a “specialized commentary on the Vinaya of
the Sarvāstivāda school (薩婆多部の律の専門的注釈書).”
Others, however, even after Hirakawa, have not always been so careful. Tokuda
1974, 3, classifies it under the Shisonglü and not under the Mūlasarvāstivāda (page 8:
shin ubu 新有部 “New Sarvāstivāda”; the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya was previously
works of Daoxuan 道宣 [596-667 CE] and his school),34 however, is
incorrect on two counts: first, as will be established when the parallels to
the canonical ’Dul bar byed pa are presented, the Modeleqie is not a
commentary but a canonical Vinaya text; second, as will be demonstrated
by the remarkable correspondence of said parallels, the text clearly does
not belong to the same tradition as the “Vinaya in Ten Recitations”
(Shisonglü十誦律)35 but rather is closely related to theVinaya traditions of
the Mūlasarvāstivādins.
Close parallels between theModeleqie and Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra
and Autocommentary have been noted on several occasions in the excellent
work by Nakagawa Masanori 中川正法 in the late 1980s to early 1990s. In
2006, in the context of research into other parts of the Modeleqie, that is to
say, not the parallels to the ’Dul bar byed pa, I suggested that theModeleqie
“may even be an early translation of parts of the Uttaragrantha, some three
hundred years earlier than Yijingʼs incomplete translation of the
Mūlasarvāstivāda Vinaya corpus.”36 On the basis of a study of the
Upāliparipr
̇
cchā section of the Modeleqie and parallels in the Tibetan
Uttaragrantha(s), Kishino Ryōji 岸野亮示 concluded in 2008 that the
Modeleqie contains elements close to both the Sarvāstivādin Shisonglü十誦
律 and the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, thereby suggesting the need to
rethink the received affiliation of the Modeleqie and the scholarly
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referred to generally only as ubu-ritsu 有部律 [see, for instance, Ueda 1932, 1, and
2-3 on the two meanings of ubu-ritsu有部律]). Nakamura states that this text “was
made upon the 十誦律” (1980, 55n), inferring that the Modeleqie is a commentary
on the “Vinaya in Ten Recitations” (Shisonglü 十誦律).
34 Note, however, the Edo-period citation of Gyōnenʼs Un’ushō 雲雨鈔 as the
source for this understanding (see note 33, above).
35 This much was recognized by Hirakawa; see the penultimate paragraph of note
33, above.
36 Clarke 2006, 12; note also the discussion on 11-12. See also Clarke 2004, 86n32
and 91n61; 2009b, 128n35.
misunderstanding of it as a commentary.37
Below, I will demonstrate that the ’Dul bar byed pa and the
corresponding section in the Modeleqie are almost word-for-word identical.
Similarities occur not only in wording but also in the order in which the
various case-law episodes are presented within each version. By comparing
the Tibetan ’Dul bar byed pa and the Modeleqie with the “Vinaya in Ten
Recitations” (Shisonglü 十誦律), I will demonstrate that there can be no
doubt that the so-called Modeleqie is much closer to the Uttaragrantha of
the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya than to the corresponding sections in the
Vinaya in Ten Recitations. The fact that this text, translated in 435 CE, is
titled *Sarvāstivāda-vinaya-mātr
̇
kā, clearly identifying it as Sarvāstivādin
and not Mūlasarvāstivādin, provides important evidence for our under-
standing of the relationship between the Sarvāstivādin and Mūlasarvāsti-
vādin Vinaya traditions in India, and this, of course, throws light on the
issue of the much-contested identity of the Mūlasarvāstivādins.38
The Modeleqie contains approximately the same number of cases
related to the first pārājika as the ’Dul bar byed pa (83 by my count). The
parallel is found in a section confusingly衾and perhaps mistakenly衾titled
zashi 雜事 or “miscellaneous recitation.”
(3): Shisonglü 十誦律; Vinaya in Ten Recitations; T. 1435
The Vinītaka parallel in the Sarvāstivādin Shisonglü runs from 424b16 to
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37 Kishino 2008, 184. That there is some relationship between the Modeleqie and
the Uttaragrantha has also been recognized in Hakamaya 2011, 13.
38 Frauwallner 1956; Tokuoka 1960; Iwamoto 1988; Enomoto 1998; 2000; Yao 2007;
Wynne 2008. For an early discussion of the term mūla in the Mūlasarvāstivāda-
vinaya, see Tamayama 1940, 1-7, and even earlier in the work of Ryūkai (mentioned
on Tamayama 1940, 1, although the referent is unclear: “…根本の二字は後世に冠
らせた名であると龍海和上は料簡せられてゐる。”; the source is perhaps Ryūkaiʼs
龍海 [1756-1820] Daranishū shogaku ubu ritsugi 陀羅尼宗所學有部律義 [1791]
1793, 29b [fiche number 524]).
445a1239 (or possibly to c6).40 This section opens without a title to indicate
the beginning of a new section; it begins, rather, with the heading “Pārājika
Dharma: First Precept” (波羅夷法 初戒) introducing not the section as a
whole but the first part of its content.
The number of cases related to pārājika one in the Shisonglü parallel
is surprisingly few, approximately 38. The Shisonglü parallel, then, covers
less than half the number of cases dealt with in sources one and two; this
itself suggests a considerable distance between the Shisonglü and the
Modeleqie.
(3a): Excursus on the Titles Preserved in the Shisonglü 十誦律
The parallel in the Shisonglü is preserved in the tenth of the ten recitations
(十誦) (fasc. [juan 卷] 56-61), a recitation (song 誦) containing primarily
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39 The parallels between the Vinītakas embedded in the Modeleqie and the
Shisonglü have been misunderstood in Chung 2002, 97n56.
40 On the basis of comparison with most other versions, one would expect this
section to end after the rules concerning the fifth saṅghāvaśes
̇
a (viz., a12); the text
from a12 to c6 deals with hypothetical situations in a question-answer format,
beginning with an aniyata offence and then a pārājika offence, and then select
naih
̇
sargika-pāyantikā, pāyantikā, and pratideśanīya offences, thus looking quite out
of place here. I tentatively treat 445a12-c6 as an unidentified section; see Clarke
2015, 71-72. But see the note at 442c25 in which we read that the [relevant





pāyantikā, and pratideśanīya衾have been asked in abbreviated form (略問僧殘不定





not been asked (不問眾學七滅諍也). Whether this note originally was part of the
text is unclear; it may be a later annotation. In any case, the use of the verb wen問
“to ask” here seems to suggest a failure to understand the nature of the Vinītaka
section (for it is not an Upāliparipr
̇
cchā, even if Upāli does occasionally ask questions
in this section). Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 2: 252 also notes that the parallel in
the Shisonglü contains references to naih
̇
sargika-pāyantikās and pāyantikās: “…た
だし十誦律では、なおそのあとに捨堕法や波逸提法中の二、三の条文についても、
補足的な説明がなされている。”
Sarvāstivādin counterparts to sections known from the Mūlasarvāstivādin
Uttaragrantha.41 The beginning of each fascicle from 56 to 61 records the
title of this division variously among different editions as binisong 比尼誦
“Vinaya Recitation,” biqiusong 比丘誦 “Bhiks
̇
u Recitation,” and shansong
pini善誦毘尼 (“Good Recitation [of the] Vinaya” or perhaps “Well-Recited
Vinaya,” possibly suggesting that this division indicates the end of the
Vinaya).42 These division titles are distributed as follows.










biqiusong 比丘誦＆ shansong善誦 410a3 56 10
Mātr
̇








445c10 60 10 First Council(445c8-450a26) No
453b13 61 10 Second Council(450a27-456b8) No
shansong pini善誦毘尼 456b9 衾 10
Muktaka(456b9-470b19) Yes
shansong善誦 461c1 衾 10
Although a fuller survey of early manuscript evidence for the use of
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41 On the contents of the 10th recitation, see Clarke 2015, 71-72.
42 It is important to note that some of these titles have not been included in the
main text reproduced in the Taishō edition, and appear only in the apparatus
denoting variant readings in other, earlier editions and manuscripts.
43 It is possible that the shansong pini xu 善誦毘尼序 (“Good Recitation Vinaya
Preface”), which seems to have been added by Vimalāks
̇
a (see note 58, below),
differentiates itself from the Uttaragrantha counterparts with the addition of the
term xu序 “Preface.” If so, it may be important to note that this “Preface” is found in
what I consider to be non-Uttaragrantha counterparts. In other words, apart from
this “preface,” all other sections found in the Shansong Division are Uttaragrantha
counterparts. See Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 1: 127-135 on the translation of
the Shisonglü.
these titles is a desideratum, the above table should be enough to establish
(1) that the usage of biqiusong 比丘誦, shansong 善誦 (and variants), and
binisong 比尼誦 is unsystematic and probably corrupt, and (2) that these
titles appear in a division of the Shisonglü that contains primarily parallels
to the Mūlasarvāstivādin Uttaragrantha. A few words on each of these
titles will not be out of place.
The title biqiusong比丘誦 (“Bhiks
̇
u Recitation”) might make sense if
it were a title for the Bhiks
̇
u-vibhaṅga, but衾as indicated in Table 3衾this
division contains chiefly parallels to Mūlasarvāstivādin Uttaragrantha
material. Accordingly, biqiusong 比丘誦 makes little sense. It has been
suggested that qiu 丘 is a scribal error for ni 尼, and that therefore
biqiusong 比丘誦 is merely an error for the next term, binisong 比尼誦.44
The term binisong比尼誦 (“Vinaya Recitation”), however, also makes little
sense if we understand it as a transcription-cum-translation of Vinaya-
adhyāya (“Vinaya Recitation”). Indeed, the whole Vinaya could be termed
Vinaya-adhyāya; this, then, is not a meaningful term.45 According to the
Gaosengzhuan高僧傳 (Biography of Eminent Monks), this title was added
by Vimalāks
̇
a, changing shansong 善誦 to binisong 比尼誦. Of the three
Chinese titles under discussion here, the only one that makes any sense is
shansong pini 善誦毘尼 (“Good Recitation [of the] Vinaya” or perhaps
“Well-Recited Vinaya”). The question, however, is what exactly is meant by
this term, and what衾if anything衾might have been the Sanskrit title
underlying it.
Lamotte gives both Kuśalaparivarta46 and Kuśalādhyāya47 as the
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44 Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 1: 131, 136n14. Vimalāks
̇
a changed shansong善
誦 to pinisong 毘尼誦 (syn. binisong 比尼誦).
45 It is not impossible that binisong比尼誦 is to be understood as a reference to a
“Vinīta Recitation.” I find this improbable, however.
46 Lamotte [1944] 1981, 105n2.
47 Lamotte [1958] 1988, 168.
Sanskrit title behind Chinese shansong 善誦.48 Lamotte, however, provides
neither evidence nor an argument to justify taking shan 善 as kuśala,
whether it be a parivarta or an adhyāya. Demiéville seems to understand
Chinese shansong善誦 as synonymous for the recitation of the Tripit
̇
aka at





aka (récit du premier concile).”49
Two factors make it difficult to conclude that, as it has come down to
us, the shansong 善誦 is the Sarvāstivādin equivalent to the Mūlasarvāsti-
vādin Uttaragrantha. First, the tenth recitation (fasc. 56-61) does not





vikā counterparts are found earlier
in fasc. 48 to 55, suggesting perhaps that the shansong 善誦 might have
extended from fasc. 48 to 61. Second, the tenth recitation includes accounts
of the councils which are not Uttaragrantha sections.50 Nevertheless, that
the final recitation of the Shisonglü is constituted predominantly of sections
that are known collectively in the Mūlasarvāstivādin tradition as the
Uttaragrantha (gzhung dam pa) is indisputable.
It is also a fact that there are two Tibetan translations of the
Uttaragrantha: one complete, one incomplete. Although the titles of both
texts are transliterated as Uttaragrantha in Tibetan (Ud ta ra gran tha), the
two texts actually have different Tibetan titles in translation: ’Dul ba
gzhung bla ma and ’Dul ba gzhung dam pa. While it is clear that gzhung bla
ma translates Uttara-grantha, Claus Vogel has pointed out that gzhung dam
pa is more correctly a translation of Uttama-grantha.51 Since Uttama, which
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48 Lamotte [1944] 1981, 104, gives Kuśalavarga for the Dazhidulun 大智度論
passage. Bareau [1955] 2013, 175, gives kuśalaparivarta; Yuyama 1979, 1. 15-19. C. 2:
kuśalādhyāya.
49 Demiéville 1951, 243.
50 See note 43, above.
51 Vogel 1985, 110.
means “best,” etc., could very easily be translated by Chinese shan 善
“good,” then shansong 善誦 is perhaps best understood as a translation of
Uttama-grantha (or some other variant). Indeed, in terms of content, the
shansong 善誦 contains primarily Uttamagrantha/Uttaragrantha parallels.
Of course, difficulties still remain. As far as I know, Chinese song誦 is
not an attested translation of Sanskrit grantha. However, it should be noted
that song 誦 is not the only Chinese term used in this context. In the
Dazhidulun大智度論, we find the following enumeration of the contents of
a Vinaya text, the so-called Vinaya in Eighty Divisions (八十部毘尼藏):
二百五十戒義作三部、七法、八法、比丘尼毘尼、增一、憂婆利問、
雜部、善部。如是等八十部作毘尼藏。52
Here, in the Dazhidulun大智度論, we find mention of a Vinaya that is
structurally very close to the Shisonglü, containing a section or division
known as shanbu 善部 [“Good Division”], which is clearly differentiated
from the vibhaṅgas (Divisions 1-3, 6; see Table 4, below), vastus (4-5),
*Ekottarikā (7), Upāliparipr
̇
cchā (8), and Ks
̇
udraka “Miscellaneous” (9)
Division. Leaving aside the question of how best to map the 80 “divisions”
on to the 10 “recitations,”53 if we compare the enumeration of the contents
of the Vinaya in Eighty Divisions with the arrangement of the extant
Vinaya in Ten Recitations, we see衾as laid out in Table 4, below衾that they
match relatively well,54 even if the order of the “divisions” does not match
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52 T. 1509 (xxv) 69c13-15 (juan 2); Lamotte [1944] 1981, 104.
53 See Matsumoto 1922.
54 On this point, there seems to be general agreement; see Hirakawa [1960]
1999-2000, vol. 1: 128, and 135n4 (listing scholars starting with Matsumoto
Bunzaburō 松本文三郎 [1865-1944]). For an earlier reference, see Ryūkaiʼs 龍海
(1756-1820) Daranishū shogaku ubu ritsugi陀羅尼宗所學有部律義 [1791] 1793, 32-
33; on Ryūkaiʼs text, see Clarke 2006, 20-22, and references therein (note that in
Clarke 2006 I give the last character in the title as gi儀, translating it as “decorum”
in “[Mūla-]sarvāstivāda Vinaya decorum to be studied by the Dhāran
̇
ī School”; this
should probably be corrected to gi 義 “significance”: “Significance of the [Mūla-]
exactly with the “recitations.”55
Table 4: Comparison of the Structure of the Vinaya in Eighty Divisions and the
Shisonglü
Vinaya in Eighty Divisions Recitations (Shisonglü)
1-3 二百五十戒義作三部 Explanations of 250 Precepts in 3 Divisions 1-3
4 七法 7* vastus 4






7 增一 *Ekottarikā 9
8 憂婆利問 Questions of Upāli 8
9 雜部 Miscellaneous Division 6
10 善部 Good Division 10
Much later in the Dazhidulun 大智度論, we are told of a Vinaya
tradition from Kaśmīr in which the avadānas and jātakas had been deleted,
leaving only the important points in 10 “divisions” shibu 十部 (罽賓國毘尼
除却本生、阿波陀那。但取要用作十部).56 This Vinaya in Ten Divisions
(shibu十部) has been traditionally understood as referring to theVinaya in
Ten Recitations (Shisonglü 十誦律).57
It seems, then, that shansong 善誦 and shanbu 善部 are interchange-
able, and they would both appear to refer to what is known in the
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sarvāstivāda Vinaya to be studied by the Dhāran
̇
ī School”; note, however, that the
variant title [gi 儀 “decorum”] is commonly found in secondary literature [e. g.,
Tokuda 1974, 139; Ueda 1976, 328, 330, 332]).
55 Perhaps we are to understand titles such as *Ekottarikā and Upāliparipr
̇
cchā
here as representative and not exhaustive titles. Thus, the terms *Ekottarikā or
Upāliparipr
̇
cchā here may be intended to include other smaller Uttaragrantha
sections/texts.
56 T. 1509 (xxv) 756c3. Frauwallner 1956, 26-27.
57 See Lamotte [1958] 1988, 174; Frauwallner 1956, 27. Both Lamotte and
Frauwallner agree that the Vinaya from Kaśmīr is to be identified with the
Shisonglü. Lamotte and Frauwallner disagree on their identification of the
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya.
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya as the *Uttama-grantha (or Uttara-grantha).
In lieu of any other reasonable explanation of what “Good Recitation”
might otherwise mean or to what it might refer, I would like to suggest衾
until more manuscript evidence comes to light衾that shansong善誦 “Good
Recitation” was likely intended as a translation of Uttamagrantha (or some
other variant). This is certainly plausible given the presence of three
Uttamagrantha/Uttaragrantha counterparts found in this last recitation.58
Now, if song誦 can translate grantha, then we may need to reconsider
the commonly accepted Sanskrit title of the Vinaya in Ten Recitations.
Although many Sanskrit fragments from Central Asia have been identified
with the so-called Sarvāstivāda-vinaya (Shisonglü 十誦律), we do not
actually know what the Sanskrit title of the Vinaya preserved in Chinese as
Shisonglü 十誦律 was, if it even had a title (of course, it may simply have
been called “the Vinaya”). Nevertheless, scholars have posited a number of
Sanskrit titles, including Daśādhyāya-vinaya59 and Daśabhān
̇
avāra-
vinaya.60 But these seem to be reconstructions, even if they are not usually
indicated as such. To the best of my knowledge, however, outside of
dictionaries (all lacking citations), there is no solid evidence to support any
of these reconstructions.
If, however, we accept that song 誦 and bu 部 can both translate
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58 In response to an earlier draft of this article, Kishino 2013, 34n34, raised doubts
about the possibility of shansong translating Uttamagrantha. Here, in this expanded
version, I have attempted to deal with his objections (which I myself partly share;
see also note 43, above). It is likely that the final fascicles of the Vinaya in Ten
Recitations, which were rearranged by Vimalāks
̇
a after the death of Kumārajīva and
reworked from 58 fascicles (completed on the basis of a manuscript brought by
Dharmaruci after the death of *Pun
̇
yatāra) into 61 fascicles, are confused, making
any definitive statement impossible.
59 Nanjio 1883, 246; Takakusu 1896, 13, 20; Ueda 1933-1934, vol. 5: 1; Ueda 1976, 168;
Chung 2002.
60 Nakamura 1980, 51; Hirakawa 1982, 7.
Sanskrit grantha (“book”), as suggested above in relation to the translation
of shansong 善誦 as uttama-grantha, then it is possible衾not certain, but
possible衾that the Sanskrit title for Shisonglü十誦律may have been Daśa-
grantha. Although it cannot be established beyond doubt, this Sanskrit
reconstruction, and perhaps it alone, has at least some support.
(4): Sifenlü 四分律; Four-Part Vinaya; T. 1428
The parallel preserved in the Dharmaguptaka Sifenlü 四分律 is found in a
section titled tiaobu調部. To the best of my knowledge, the Sanskrit for this
section title is also unattested, but tiaobu 調 部 [translated without
reference to the underlying Indic: “Section on Taming/Controlling”] could
easily translate Sanskrit Vinīta or Vinītaka. Although the Dharmaguptaka
parallel seems to be unimportant in terms of the relationship between the
Sarvāstivāda-vinaya (Shisonglü) and the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya, it
should be noted that Yijing reports in his travel record (南海寄歸内法傳)
that the Dharmaguptakas are a branch or sub-branch of the Mūlasarvāsti-
vādins.61 In that connection, it is interesting to note the number of cases
relating to pārājika one in the Dharmaguptaka Vinītaka: approximately 87
by my count衾the most cases related to pārājika one and certainly very
close in number to sources one and two. This correspondence may suggest
that more attention should be paid to Yijingʼs statement about the
relationship between the Mūlasarvāstivādins and the Dharmaguptakas.62
The Dharmaguptaka parallel continues down to saṅghāvaśes
̇
a 8.63
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61 Takakusu 1896, 20.
62 This statement is not unique to Yijing; it is also found in Vinītadevaʼs
Samayabhedoparacanacakre nikāyabhedopadeśanasam
̇
graha; for convenience, see
Tsukamoto [1966] 1980, 428-429.
63 Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 2: 252.
(5): Wufenlü 五分律; Five-Part Vinaya; T. 1421
The parallel preserved in the Mahīśāsaka Wufenlü 五分律 is found in a
section known in Chinese as tiaofufa 調伏法 (“Rules [dharma?] on
Regulating/Disciplining), a term which most likely translates a form of
SanskritVinīta orVinītaka. There are remarkably few case histories in this
section: approximately 26 for pārājika one.
(6): Pāli Vinaya
The Pāli Vinaya preserves, by my count, approximately 54 case histories
for the first pārājika in the Vinītavatthu section embedded within the
Vibhaṅga. In terms of the historical development of Vinaya literature, it is
interesting to note that the Pāli parallels to the ’Dul bar byed pa are not
found in a single section as they are in all other Sthavira Vinayas. Rather,
they are dispersed throughout the Suttavibhaṅga. As is the case in most
other Sthavira Vinayas, the parallels run from pārājika one through four,
and saṅghāvaśes
̇
a one through five, that is to say, the first nine rules in the
Bhiks
̇
u-vibhaṅga. Whereas in sources one through five, however, these case
histories appear in a single, separate section, entirely distinct from the
Vibhaṅga, in the Vibhaṅga of the Pāli Vinaya each of these nine rules
concludes with its own case histories in individual sections known as the
Vinītavatthus.
In the Vinītakas, then, we have a clear case where the Pāli Vinaya is
structurally the odd one out.64 Although there is no doubt that this case-
law fits perfectly well inserted under each relevant rule in the Vibhaṅga, if
we accept that the Pāli tradition preserves the original structure, then we
would be at odds to explain how it is that four out of five Sthavira Vinaya
traditions (and the Modeleqie) preserve their case-law in a separate
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64 For another case in which the Pāli is the odd one out, see Clarke 2009a on the
pārājika penitent or śiks
̇
ādattaka, a monastic status recognised by all but the Pāli
Vinaya.
section distinct from the Vibhaṅga. This agreement can hardly be a
coincidence. Which format is older, however, is not entirely clear.
Petra Kieffer-Pülz has briefly discussed the Pāli Vinītavatthus, noting
that “These are collections of exemplary cases meant to give guidance to
later law specialists.65 In my impression these sections comprise all cases
collected up to the date of the redactional closing of the Vinayapit
̇
aka.”66 If,
as Kieffer-Pülz has suggested, the Vinītavatthus (and by extension all
extant Vinītakas) are compilations of case-law precedents intended for use
by practicing monastic lawyers, then even despite their differences, both
formats衾the Pāli Vinayaʼs embedded precedents and the other Sthavira
Vinayasʼ separate section on precedents衾strike me as useful for use by a
lawyer. Neither format necessarily seems to be indicative of a tradition
older than the other. The fact that the Pāli Vinaya differs from all other
extant Sthavira Vinayas, however, will require some explanation.
(7): Mohesengqilü 摩訶僧祇律 Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya; T. 1425
The Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya parallel is called in Chinese bini duandangshi比
尼斷當事 and pinifa毘尼法. The Sanskrit text of the Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya





ī Vinaya contains a verse summary or uddāna in
which we see that bini duandangshi比尼斷當事 is a translation of Sanskrit
vinītāni.67
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65 Here paraphrasing von Hinüber 1996, § 22.
66 Kieffer-Pülz 2012, 4. For other studies utilizing the Pāli vinītavatthus, see Huxley
1999 and Pandita 2012.
67 Shimoda 1993, 282, citing Roth 1970, 330, suggests that the Sanskrit underlying
bini duandangshi 比尼斷當事 is akarmān
̇
i vinītāni; this is only partly correct. The
term akarmān
̇
i refers to the unrelated section given earlier at T. 1425 464c7-14 (on
非羯磨). That this section is unrelated is suggested by Sasaki Shizuka (1994, 64-65),
who considers the akarmān
̇
i section to be an “accidental insertion.”
The parallels in the Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya are complicated for a
number of reasons. First, the various case-law incidents are not organized
in any readily discernible order. Whereas sources one through five record
numerous incidents of case-law arranged in the order of prātimoks
̇
a rules,
from pārājika one down to approximately saṅghāvaśes
̇
a five, in the
Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya we find the case-law collected in one section, but
seemingly in no discernible order.
There are approximately 35 case-law incidents recorded in this
section of the Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya, but, according to Hirakawa, only eight
of these relate to pārājika one: numbers 1, 4, 5, 6, 17, 25, 28, and 29衾clearly,
not in any systematic order.68 Each case ends with the statement “Thus the
Vinī[ta] is complete” (如是毘尼竟).69
The importance of this section of the Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya appears
to have been overlooked. Erich Frauwallner states “Under the title Fei-
chieh-mo (false procedure)70 a great group of the most various tales is
gathered together (pp. 464 c 7-470 c 20).”71 Sasaki Shizuka 佐々木閑 refers
to this section as containing “various kinds of small rules for the order” and
thus clearly also fails to recognize the importance of the Vinītaka section.72
Sasaki does, however, make the important observation that incidents 19
onwards refer to events after the Buddhaʼs nirvān
̇
a.73 Sasaki mentions this
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68 See Hirakawa [1960] 1999-2000, vol. 2: 249-250 for the numbering. The same
numbering is followed by Sasaki Shizuka 1992, 9-12, numbered 1-35; 1994, 65-67;
2000, 135-137; note, however, that number 18 is further subdivided into 3, thus
yielding 37 incidents. See also note 69, below.
69 The statement “Thus the Vinī[ta] is complete” [如是毘尼竟] appears 36 times
but only in the Vinītaka section of the Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya.
70 See note 67, above.
71 Frauwallner 1956, 206.
72 Sasaki Shizuka 1994, 65. See also Sasaki Shizuka 1992, 9: “種々の規定.” Sasaki
Shizuka 1994, 65-67 translates pini毘尼 as “Vinaya rules,” but I suspect that here it
translates Vinītaka.
only in passing, without further elaboration. The evidence for this is the
statement introducing the setting in the 19th incident in which we read
“After the World-Honored One [had entered/attained] nirvān
̇
a, elder
monk(s) dwelled in Vaiśālī” (世尊涅槃後長老比丘毘舍離住).74 It is
interesting to note that after this statement, the adjudicator of monksʼ
actions in this section is no longer the Buddha, but the elder monk(s) (長老
比丘).75 This transition may indicate, possibly, that the order of case
histories recorded in the Mahāsāṅghika-vinaya is chronological, and this
observation in turn may have important implications for the dating of the
redactional closing of this and other Vinayas.
Conclusion to Section 2
On the basis of the information from the aforementioned seven sources, we
can now say with some confidence that the Sanskrit word underlying
Tibetan ’Dul bar byed pa is Vinītaka. This word or some variant of it is
given both in Pāli (Vinītavatthu) and Sanskrit (Vinīta: Mahāsāṅghika-
Lokottaravādin) in connection with this very section of the Vinayas.
Moreover, it is highly probable that the Sanskrit term underlying both the
Dharmaguptaka and Mahīśāsaka terms衾tiaobu調部 and tiaofufa調伏法衾
was also Vinīta or Vinītaka. The evidence marshalled here further
suggests, if not confirms, that the Chinese term binidejia 比尼得迦 in the




graha is a transcription of
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73 Sasaki Shizuka 1992, 9, 10.
74 T. 1425 (xxii) 468a29-b1.
75 Similar statements situating events after the Buddhaʼs nirvān
̇
a are found at: T.
1425 (xxii) 468c5-6; 470a24; 470b6. The Buddha is said to be dwelling in Śrāvastī in
the 21st and 22nd incidents (468b16; 468b28), but this is clearly a misprint; it is
included in the Taishō edition, but according to the footnotes therein not included in
the “Three Editions” or the “Old Sung Edition.”
Sanskrit Vinītaka.
Given that the term Vinīta seems to translate a section of the Vinayas
in which case-law is discussed, I suggest that this term is perhaps best
translated as something like “adjudicated.” As the name of a section, we
might call it the section on “adjudications.” This translation would seem to
fit not only the Sanskrit and Tibetan but also the Chinese terms
duandangshi 斷當事, tiaobu 調部, and tiaofufa 調伏法.
Identification of the Vinītaka sections in all extant Vinayas may also
allow us to make some observations about the redactional history of the
versions of the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya preserved in Chinese and Tibetan
translations. It is still sometimes assumed that since Yijingʼs translation of
the Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya dates to the beginning of the eighth century
and the Tibetan translation a century or so later, that the
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya reflects a later stage of development than the
Vinayas preserved in Chinese and translated at the beginning of the fifth
century. Such a view, however, is hardly possible if the case-law preserved
in the Tibetan ’Dul bar byed pa (source 1) matches almost identically with
that preserved in the Modeleqie (source 2), a text which is said to have
been translated in 435 CE, around the same time that the other Vinayas
were translated into Chinese. Rather, this correspondence would seem to
suggest that we must accept the first half of the fifth century CE as a
terminus ante quem for the redactional closing of at least the case-law
sections of all Vinayas preserved in Chinese and, I would now add, Tibetan.
Of course, the actual date of the redactional closing is likely to be much
earlier, perhaps several centuries earlier. Indeed, untangling Lamotteʼs
convoluted observations, Gregory Schopen generally dates the
Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya to the first few centuries of the Common Era.76
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76 Schopen [1999] 2005, 76. Kieffer-Pülz 2014, 52-53, briefly argues for a later date,




The first modern scholar to point out the close similarities between the
Modeleqie and Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs corpus of Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinaya commen-
taries is perhaps Nakagawa Masanori. Continuing the work of Bapat and
Gokhale in publishing the Sanskrit text of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Autocommentary,
Nakagawa studied the parallels to the ’Dul bar byed pa preserved in
Chinese and Pāli, but not the ’Dul bar byed pa itself, which, buried in the
recesses of the Uttaragrantha, has received almost no scholarly attention. It
is understandable, therefore, that Nakagawa would not have known of the
existence of the ’Dul bar byed pa as an Uttaragrantha section. Since
Gun
̇
aprabha often quotes the ’Dul bar byed pa, however, an early
recognition of the fact that this is an extant section of the Uttaragrantha
preserved in Tibetan translation would certainly have aided Nakagawaʼs
publication of the Sanskrit text of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Autocommentary. Of
course, there is still much to publish: to date, the text of only the first two
pārājikas has appeared, the second still being incomplete.77
Gun
̇
aprabha divides his digest of each Prātimoks
̇
a rule for monks







cchā, and Vinītakāni.78 Not all Prātimok-
s
̇
a rules receive commentarial attention under these four sections. In
regard to Prātimoks
̇
a rules without headings to indicate classification
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77 For the text of pārājika 1, see Nakagawa 1987a (sūtras 1-8 with English
translation); 1991b (sūtras 9-88). For pārājika 2, see Nakagawa 1996 (sūtras 89-109);
2000a (sūtras 109-110); 2000b (sūtras 120-123) with corrections in Nakagawa 2002,
240 (sūtras 122-123).
78 Nakagawa 1991a, 333; 1991b, 251. In the case of pārājika one, before the fourfold
classification there is a section that deals with the ritual for disrobing (pratyākhyāna-
vidhih
̇
); see Nakagawa 1987a.
under the above four sections, I assume that the content of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs
digest derives directly from the Vibhaṅga and perhaps even the wording of





aprabha digests (sūtras 9-21)79 the relevant
discussions from the Vibhaṅga, although this has yet to be fully
demonstrated.
The second section (Ks
̇
udrakagatam) seems to contain digested
passages from the Ks
̇
udrakavastu, although to my knowledge this too has
never been adequately demonstrated. It is improbable that Gun
̇
aprabha
would refer to miscellaneous sections in the abstract. Accordingly, I think it
most probable that this section refers to the Ks
̇
udrakavastu. The following
fact may also support this hypothesis.





aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra (sūtras 22-31) deals primarily (sūtras no. 24-
31)80 with the vasti (Tib. ’dzag snod), a type of leather covering worn by
monks to prevent ejaculations or at least contain any spillage. This
“emission pouch” is mentioned by Formigatti in his translation of the story
of Nanda from the Ks
̇
udrakavastu.81 There, the Buddhaʼs half-brother,
Nanda, ejaculates on the head of Viśākhā when she touches his feet in
homage; the Buddha magically transforms the emission into olibanum
(Frankincense) oil.82 The relative rarity of mentions of the vasti in Vinaya
literature, coupled with the fact that it is mentioned in the Ks
̇
udrakavastu
and discussed by Gun
̇
aprabha under his “ks
̇
udraka” section, further
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79 I follow the sūtra numbering assigned by Nakagawa; this varies slightly from
Sankrityayana 1981, 13-15, and also from the numbering used by TaishōUniversityʼs
Vinayasūtraʼs Pravrajyāvastu Study Groupʼs “The Digital Data of Preliminary
Transliteration of the Vinayasūtra” (available at: http://www.tais.ac.jp/wp/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/vinayasutra_trlt.pdf).
80 Nakagawa 1987b, 81-82; 1991b, 256-257.
81 Formigatti 2009, 143.
82 Formigatti 2009, 141.










cchā section of pārājika one (sūtras 32-51) most
probably refers to the Upāliparipr
̇
cchā, but this too has not been
established. Since there are two Upāliparipr
̇
cchās preserved in Tibetan
(one in the incomplete Kaśmīri Uttaragrantha, one in the complete
Uttaragrantha), however, a comparison of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs quotations and
paraphrases from the Pr
̇
cchā with the extant Upāliparipr
̇
cchās may make
for an interesting study.
As for the ’Dul bar byed pa, Nakagawa notes in his study of the
Vinītakāni section for pārājika one (sūtras 52-88) that he is able to trace 28
of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs sūtras to theModeleqie, and that the identification of these
sources suggests the profound relationship between these two texts.83
Below, in four select examples, I will compare Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs text with the
sources from the Modeleqie noted by Nakagawa and the overlooked ’Dul
bar byed pa. My goal is to refine Nakagawaʼs initial observations on
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs quotations in light of a relatively comprehensive study of all
extant sources for the Vinītakāni. I wish to ascertain whether Gun
̇
a-
prabhaʼs source may be identified with (1) the Vinītakāni parallel
preserved in the Modeleqie, (2) that found in the ’Dul bar byed pa, or (3)
something else entirely.
Nakagawa states that “In the commentary, Gun
̇
aprabha sometimes
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83 Nakagawa 1991a, 345: “Vinītakāni節の三十七偈の中，実に二十五の偈について，
何らかの手掛りを『摩得勒伽』に求めることができたことも，両者の関連の深さを
示していよう。” As noted in Nakagawaʼs unnumbered (asterisked: ※) note on p.
347, 3 further sources were identified in a later paper (see Nakagawa 1991c, 43-45
on sūtras 76-78 and 82-85). Nakagawa 1998, 171: “Especially in the Sarvāstivāda-
vinayamātr
̇
kā, I can find hints to understand the meaning of the 25 sūtras in the
Vinītakāni section.” I include these three further identifications in my attribution of
28 identifications to Nakagawa.
quoted the phrases and the base of the judgement toward a (sic) offence
etc. from some text. Mostly we canʼt discover the name of the original text,
for he just said ʻiti atra granthah
̇
ʼ or ʻgranthoʼtraʼ.”84 Nakagawa is correct
insofar as Gun
̇
aprabha does not necessarily cite his source. Rather,
Gun
̇
aprabha simply states that he is quoting from the canonical text, the
grantha, in what Nakagawa takes to be a vague manner. In the section
under discussion, however, Gun
̇
aprabha has already identified his source as
the Vinītakāni in the section heading, and thus no further elaboration
should be required or even expected. The following examples should
confirm this.
Take for instance sūtra number 64 from Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra. I
give the text as presented by Nakagawa, and include the Tibetan for
reference:




shing dang ba so dang rdo ba dang gos las bu mo’i gzugs byas pa la rtsol
ba na gal te dbang po tsam dod na’o ||85
As Nakagawa himself states, it is not entirely clear how best to
understand the latter half of the sūtra. The Sanskrit text itself may be
corrupt, although the reading avanāmah
̇
is also reported in manuscripts of
the Vinayasūtra itself. To be sure, it is not easy to see how Sanskrit
avanāmah
̇
fits the context or how it would be rendered by the Tibetan.
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84 Nakagawa 1998, 172.
85 For Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol.
123) ZU 16a1.
86 Nakagawa 1991a, 337.
The context, however, is relatively clear from the parallels in Chinese
and in Pāli, as noted by Nakagawa. At issue is what happens in a monkʼs
sexually approaching (upakrāntau) a figurine (dhītikā) of a woman made
(maya) out of wood, ivory, stone, or cloth (dāru, danta, śaila, and vastra),
and衾although this is much less clear衾if the figurineʼs female organ does
not open, following the interpretation of the Modeleqie (not, I think, if the
monkʼs organ does not function, as Nakagawaʼs translation [不起] seems to
suggest). In the case preceding this in the Vinītaka, a monk had attempted
to have sex with a beautiful, wooden figurine, but felt remorse when its
vagina opened. Dharmamitraʼs commentary to the Vinayasūtra seems to
suggest that a malevolent being (’dre) may have inhabited the figurine and




) for the monk.87
Similar comments are also made by Prajñākāra in his Vinayasūtra-
vyākhyāna88 and by the author of the Vinayasūtravr
̇
tti.89 Below, let us
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87 For Dharmamitraʼs Vinayasūtrat
̇
īkā, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa
(vol. 125) RU 117a4-5: gal te nang na gnas pa’i ’dre la sogs pa’i mo’i dbang po tsam





in line 1 of SHT (V) 1063A＝Verso (Sander and Waldschmidt
1985):





2 /// .. sparśan dadāti āpa[d]ya[te] pārā .. //





u sparśadāne maulam ||). For the identification of SHT (V)
1063 as from the Modeleqie, see Chung 2002, 93 (also reported in Wille 2004, 409).
The identification of SHT (V) 1063 with both the Modeleqie (Chung) and the ’Dul
bar byed pa (Clarke 2014, 228n58) is problematic insofar as both texts contain too
much text between the secure identification of recto line 2 and the equally secure
recto line 3. It is possible either that the scribe left out some text (found in both the
Modeleqie and the ’Dul bar byed pa) or that SHT (V) 1063 must be identified with an
unknown Vinītaka; it cannot be identified with the Shisonglü parallel.
88 For Prajñākāraʼs Vinayasūtravyākhyāna, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel
pa (vol. 126) SHU [ŚU] 51a8-b1.
89 For the Vinayasūtravr
̇
tti, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol. 126) SU
compare theModeleqieʼs version of this incident with that from the ’Dul bar
byed pa. I have underlined the corresponding text in Sanskrit, Tibetan, and
Chinese (with a solid underline indicating correspondence, and a dotted
underline indicating potential discrepancies or problems). Our goal here is
not to resolve all of the problems associated with the texts, but rather only
to confirm the source of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs sūtras.
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60a4-5: nang na ’dre gdon gnas pas mo mtshan nyi tshe bud med kyi dang ’dra bar
gyur pa zhig la spyad na sbom por ’gyur /.
Example One: Vinītaka [44]90
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source: ’Dul bar byed pa or Modeleqie?















’Dul bar byed pa
(sTog DA 404b6-405a2)
dge slong zhig gis shing gi
gzugs brnyan byas pa
gzugs legs pa blta na sdug
pa mdzes pa zhig mthong
ste | de mthong ba dang
ʼdod baʼi chos skyes nas |
des de nyid du gzhug
snyam ste rma khar
btsugs pa dang | des kyang
phye nas dge slong de
ʼgyod pa skyes pa dang |
bcom ldan ʼdas kyis bkaʼ
stsal pa | de ste yan lag
thams cad du reg par byas
na phas pham par ʼgyur ro
||91
ʼon te mo mtshan sprad pa
tsam gyis ni nyes pa sbom
por ʼgyur ro || ji ltar shing
las byas pa de bzhin du | ba
so las byas pa dang | rdo
las byas pa dang | gos las














90 The numbers in brackets refer to the classification of stories in the concordance
and synoptic edition (Appendices 1 and 2); see page 97 for further details.
91 See note 87, above.
All Vinayas except the Shisonglü discuss in their parallels to the ’Dul
bar byed pa figurines made out of various materials that are not to be
approached sexually. The Modeleqie lists figurines made from resin, wood,
gold, silver, seven precious jewels, stone, resin-cloth, down to clay (膠漆如
木女、金、銀、七寶、石女、膠漆布女。乃至泥土女). This list is very close
to that by Gun
̇
aprabha, although he includes ivory, which is missing from
the Modeleqie. Gun
̇
aprabha, moreover, does not include gold, silver, or the
seven precious jewels. Here, however, the ’Dul bar byed pa lists exactly
what we have already seen in Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra: wood, ivory,
stone, and cloth, and all in exactly the same order. In other words, at least in
this instance, there can be no doubt that Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source is not the
Modeleqie but clearly the ’Dul bar byed pa (or some otherwise lost,
identical text).





u sparśadāne maulam || 65
yan lag thams cad du reg pa ster na dngos gzhi’o ||92
Nakagawa translates this as:
(木等で作られた女像に行婬をなす時，）すべての節に対して触れ
た場合は，根本罪（即ち波羅夷）となる。93
Nakagawa states that the situation to which Gun
̇
aprabha refers is
unclear.94 Not able to provide an exact parallel from the Modeleqie,
Nakagawa finds a parallel in the Vinayasam
̇
graha. Although industrious,
there is no need to look to the Vinayasam
̇
graha since the source for this
sūtra is already provided by the ’Dul bar byed pa (as suggested also by its
classification under this section). Again, following Dharmamitraʼs commen-
tary, it seems that it is a pārājika offence if the monk makes full-body sexual




aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol.
123) ZU 16a1.
93 Nakagawa 1991a, 337.
94 Nakagawa 1991a, 337: “これは，状況がはっきりしない.”
contact (sarvāṅges
̇
u sparśadāne)衾however we understand this衾with the
malevolent being (’dre) inhabiting the figurine.95 Although I do not fully
understand the exact nature of the offence, it may be important to note that
both the ’Dul bar byed pa and the Modeleqie clearly distinguish between a
pārājika offence in the case of full-body sexual contact and a lesser offence
involving only the figurineʼs inaccessible or uncooperative female sexual
organ. As is clear from Example One above, then, sūtra number 65 is a very
close paraphrase of the canonical text provided by both the ’Dul bar byed
pa and theModeleqie. The only difference between the ’Dul bar byed pa and
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs rephrasing, then, is that Gun
̇
aprabha, ever economical with
words, has changed pārājika to maulam. At least by the time of the
commentarial tradition subsequent to Gun
̇
aprabha, then, these passages
seem to have been understood not as discussions of the use of “sex dolls”
per se, but as rules pertaining to sex with non-human, malevolent spirits
inhabiting such figurines. This understanding is perhaps influenced by the
arrangement of this grouping of rules [44-45] directly before case histories
involving sex with a [46] Nāga maiden, [47] Yaks
̇
a maiden, [48a] Apsaras
maiden, [48b] Gandharva maiden, [48c] Asura maiden, [49ab] Preta
maiden, [50] non-human maiden, and [51] Piśāca maiden.
A further example will serve to illustrate that the source of
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra is not the Modeleqie but, in this case too, rather
the ’Dul bar byed pa (or an otherwise identical text). Sūtra number 75
concerns the three passages (trayo mārgāh
̇
) by which a monk may engage
in sexual connection. We might translate these somewhat loosely as “anal,
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95 For Dharmamitraʼs Vinayasūtrat
̇
īkā, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa
(vol. 125) RU 117a6-7. For Prajñākāraʼs Vinayasūtravyākhyāna, see Peking, bstan
’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol. 126) SHU [ŚU] 51b1-2: yan lag thams cad kyis sbyor bar
byed na rtsa ba’o zhes pa ni / gal te mi ma yin pa lta bus yan lag thams cad kyis bkud
cing sbyar na rtsa bar ’gyur ba’o //. For Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Autocommentary, see Peking,
bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol. 124) ʼU [H
̇
U] 76a1.





clear from the Autocommentary, a monk commits a pārājika offence if he
performs a sexual act with the notion that that which is one of the three





), or if he was in doubt whether what turned out to be one of the
three passages was one (mārge vaimatika āpadyate pārājikām). However, a
lesser offence, a sthūlātyaya, is incurred if the monk performs a sexual act
with the notion that that which is not one of the three passages is one of the
three passages (amārge mārgasam
̇
jñā āpadyate sthūlātyayām), or if he was
in doubt whether what turned out not to be one is one of the three passages
(amārge vaimatika āpadyate sthū[lā]tyayām
̇
).96
As already noted by Nakagawa in his analysis of the Chinese
parallels, the Modeleqie lacks the discussion about doubt (vaimatika; 疑).97
As is clear from Example Two below, however, the two cases concerning
doubt are found in the ’Dul bar byed pa. Here, then, we have another clear
case in which Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source is not the Modeleqie, but, unquestion-
ably the ’Dul bar byed pa (or an identical text).
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96 In this case, we also have a fragment in the Private Collection, Virginia (F20.
9B). Unlike the Turfan fragment mentioned above (note 87), however, this fragment
is undoubtedly closer to the Tibetan than to the Chinese. See Appendix 2, pp. 116-124,
notes 1-9, wherein I provide my identification of the text, based on an initial
transliteration by Dr. Klaus Wille, with new readings on the basis of the identified
Tibetan parallel.
97 Nakagawa 1991a, 340-341.
Example Two: Vinītakas [10c-10h]
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source: ’Dul bar byed pa or Modeleqie?
(Correspondence indicated by alignment.)
Lest I give the impression that Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs sources invariably can
be traced back to the ’Dul bar byed pa over the Modeleqie, a
counterexample will confirm the problems that await anyone attempting to
claim that Gun
̇
aprabha utilized the same version of the ’Dul bar byed pa as
has been handed down to us in Tibetan translation. In his Autocommentary
to sūtra number 56, Gun
̇
aprabha quotes from the canonical source (atrāpi
granthah
̇
) an incident concerning an evil, forest-dweller (pāpāran
̇
yena;
presumably a monk given the masculine declension) who propositions a


























mukhamārga iti || VSA 75
’Dul bar byed pa
(sTog DA 400b1-2)
lam la lam ma yin par ʼdu
shes na phas pham par
ʼgyur ro ||
lam la the tsom par ʼdu
shes na ʼang phas pham
par ʼgyur ro ||
lam ma yin pa la lam du
ʼdu shes na | nyes pa sbom
por ʼgyur ro ||
lam ma yin pa la the tsom
par ʼdu shes na | nyes pa
sbom por ʼgyur ro ||
lam gsum la | bshang baʼi
lam dang | gci baʼi lam













), suggesting that if they
were to have sex there would be no offence since the junior monk had only















aprabhaʼs Autocommentary, this story follows almost
immediately after a case involving another (or perhaps the same) evil,




ā, suggesting that there would




















yati).99 The incident involving the
seduction of the newly ordained monk is found in more-or-less identical
versions in both the ’Dul bar byed pa and the Modeleqie. The chief
difference between these versions, however, is the fact that the incident
recorded in the ’Dul bar byed pa involves not an evil, forest-dwelling bhiks
̇
u
(惡阿練若比丘) as found in the Modeleqie and, it would seem, in
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Autocommentary, but衾unless there is another way to
account for the feminine suffix衾an evil, forest-dwelling nun (dgon pa’i sdig
can mas). In other words, at least in this case, it would be difficult to argue
that the ’Dul bar byed pa and not the Modeleqie was Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source.
Here, then, we seem to have our first indication that Gun
̇
aprabha may have
known a Vinītaka that differed, albeit very slightly, from both the ’Dul bar
byed pa and the Modeleqie.
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98 Sanskrit text from Nakagawa 1991b, 266, with slight modification.
99 Sanskrit text from Nakagawa 1991b, 265-266, with slight modification.
Example Three: Vinītaka [42a/b]
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source: ’Dul bar byed pa or Modeleqie?
(Underline indicates differences.)
To complicate the picture further, let us examine one last example
(Example Four). The various Vinītakas discuss the case of a monk who, on
his alms round, squeezes past a woman in a narrow doorway. Certain body
parts of the monk and the woman touch, but in all versions it is stated that
the monk did not incur an offence. What is interesting, however, is the lack
of agreement as to which body parts touched: their genitals in the ’Dul bar
byed pa (de’i mo mtshan gyis de’i pho mtshan la reg pa) and Modeleqie (根
處相觸)100 ; their shoulders (二人肩相觸) in the Shisonglü; and their lips in
the following sūtra by Gun
̇
aprabha:








































’Dul bar byed pa
(sTog DA 404b2-4)
dgon paʼi sdig can mas lor
ma lon pa la | khyod
bsnyen par rdzogs nas
ring por ma lon gyi | mi
tshangs par spyad kyang
bdag cag la nyes par mi
ʼgyur ro zhes smras nas |
des kyang de la khas
blangs te | des khas blangs
nas slar ʼgyod pa skyes pa
dang | des de la ma dad
bzhin du byas nas | dge
slong de ʼdi snyam du bdag
la phas pham paʼi nyes pa
ma byung grang snyam
ste ʼgyod pa skyes pa dang
| bcom ldan ʼdas kyis bkaʼ
stsal pa | dgaʼ bar ma tshor
ba la ni phas pham paʼi
nyes pa med de | nyes pa


















hasya || (VS 78)101
mchur mchus reg pa la yang ngo ||102
This sūtra is followed later on by the injunction that one should be









caret || (VS 85)103
[shes bzhin du] bsod snyoms la yang grong du rgyu bar bya’o ||104
While the example below clearly suggests that Gun
̇
aprabha was
working from a text similar but not identical to both the ’Dul bar byed pa
and the Modeleqie, it also just as clearly demonstrates the remarkable
agreement between these two texts and their mutual lack of agreement
with the Shisonglü.
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100 Nakagawa 1991c, 45, states that it is unclear what touched in the Modeleqie
(“どの部分が触れあったのか示されていない『摩得勒伽』”), but it appears quite
clear to me.
101 Nakagawa 1991a, 341; 1991b, 271.
102 For Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol.
123) ZU 16a5.
103 Nakagawa 1991a, 344; 1991b, 272. I have added the text in brackets following
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs own instructions; see p. 99.
104 For Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra, see Peking, bstan ’gyur, ’Dul ba’i ’grel pa (vol.
123) ZU 16a7.
Example Four: Vinītaka [68a/b]
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs source: ’Dul bar byed pa or Modeleqie or Shisonglü?
(Underline indicates differences.)
Conclusion
Unless I am very much mistaken, we have here evidence of a third
Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinītaka tradition, one that is close to both the ’Dul bar
byed pa and the Modeleqie, and probably closer to the former than the
latter. This would seem to mean, then, that we have textual evidence for
three collections of what we might call Mūlasarvāstivādin case-law, and
this in turn may suggest either that these are snapshots of the same
tradition in transition at various stages of development衾at different times,
or different places衾or that we have to posit the existence of at least three
Mūlasarvāstivādin Vinaya traditions, all very distinct and very far
removed from衾if at all related to衾the Sarvāstivādin Shisonglü.
As we have seen even in this very limited sample of incidents related
to the first pārājika (one of nine rules discussed in length in the Vinītakas),
Buddhist case-law varies considerably by Vinaya tradition (which may or
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’Dul bar byed pa
(sTog DA 409b5-6)
dge slong zhig bsod
snyoms spyod pa las sgo
khang dog pa zhig nas
byung ba dang | bud med
cig kyang nang du ʼjug pa
deʼi mo mtshan gyis deʼi
pho mtshan la reg pa dang
| dge slong de ʼgyod pa
skyes nas | bcom ldan ʼdas
kyis bkaʼ stsal pa | nyes pa
med de | bag yod par byos



















may not be the same thing as varying by nikāya). Since source one, the
Vinītaka from theMūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya (trans. first decade of the ninth
century), matches very closely and is in many respects identical with
source two, the Modeleqie (trans. 435 CE), and since both sources one and
two do not match particularly well with the Sarvāstivādin Shisonglü, then it
would seem to follow that sources one and two stem from a very closely
related tradition, if not the same tradition separated perhaps only by nearly
four centuries and the vicissitudes of translation into different languages.
Whether or not this means that we have evidence for the existence of
multiple Mūlasarvāstivādin traditions will depend on how we interpret the
results.105
As should be clear from the concordance (Appendix 1), in which I
have briefly summarized and categorized Buddhist case-law on pārājika
one from multiple Vinaya traditions,106 there is much more to be said about
Buddhist attitudes towards sex and sexuality than is found in the Pāli
Vinaya. A quick look at the concordance below reveals, for instance, the
relative paucity of material on this topic in the Pāli Vinaya, despite the fact
that it衾especially in its English translation衾is still the most commonly
cited source on Indian Buddhist monasticism. Although the history of
Indian Buddhist attitudes towards sex and sexuality is yet to be written,107
as should be clear from this paper, anyone who attempts such a history can
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105 See also note 26, above.
106 There are a number of parallels to the various vinītaka cases found in other
sections of the Vinayas, including the casuistry section which deals with
hypothetical situations. It is beyond the scope of the present study to catalogue
parallels outside the vinītakas. I limit myself to passages explicitly identified within
their own legal traditions as belonging to the genre of case-law.
107 For a useful study based on the Pāli tradition, see Perera 1993; for a study
utilizing Buddhist Vinaya materials preserved in Chinese, see Faure 1998; on
homosexuality, see Zwilling 1992, and Cabezón 1993. For an overview, see most
recently Langenberg 2015. See also Cabezón, forthcoming (unseen).
no longer ignore the ’Dul bar byed pa and its parallels preserved in the
various Vinayas under the title Vinīta(ka)s. Indeed, although to date they
have remained almost entirely unknown and unidentified, the Vinīta(ka)s
provide us with what are almost certainly the richest sources for the study
of not only Indian Buddhist monastic case-law but also for Indian Buddhist
attitudes towards sex, sexuality, and transgression.
Notes on the Appendices
In Appendix 2, I provide a synoptic edition of the complete text of the
section on pārājika one from the Mūlasarvāstivādin ’Dul bar byed pa
(Tibetan; sTog Palace edition [modified ACIP text]), the Modeleqie
(Chinese; Taishō edition [modified CBETA version]), and the Sarvāsti-
vādin Shisonglü (Chinese; Taishō edition). I have included information
about the presence or absence of case histories in the Dharmaguptaka,
Mahīśāsaka, and Pāli Vinayas in a concordance (Appendix 1). For both the
synoptic edition and concordance, I have taken as my base text the Tibetan
’Dul bar byed pa. I have presented the texts without any textual
rearrangement. The only additions to the texts reproduced in the edition
are return carriages which I have used to align the various parallels. At a
glance one should be able to determine not only the presence or absence of
certain stories in the case-law sections of each Vinaya tradition but also the
core, basic structure of the texts (preserved in the edition with the addition
of a number of cross-references; rearranged slightly in the concordance).
For the purposes of classification,108 comparison, and cataloguing, in
the concordance I provide in bold a brief English synopsis above each
textual unit (case history). Numbers in parentheses ( ) at the beginning of
the text of each case history indicate the order of appearance of each
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textual unit in the respective text; these numbers always run sequentially:
from 1 to 85 in the ’Dul bar byed pa; 1 to 83 in the Modeleqie; and 1 to 38 in
the Shisonglü衾the last number indicating the total number of stories
related to pārājika one in each version, as listed in Table 2 above. Numbers
in brackets [ ] appearing in the synopsis line are for comparative purposes
across Vinayas. Not all Vinayas include all stories, and even when certain
stories are found they are not always found in the same order. Thus,
although the numbers in parentheses always run sequentially, the numbers
in brackets do not in all cases. In the Shisonglü, for instance, story number
[4] concerning an Āran
̇
yaka monk and a baby elephant is not found; story
[13b], the story of the monk Nandika, is present in the Shisonglü, but it
appears much later in the text (26) than its position in the ’Dul bar byed pa
(21) and the Modeleqie (18).
In addition to numbering the stories, I have further classified them
with the use of lowercase letters (e. g., [6a], [6b], [6c], etc.). The use of
lowercase letters appended to story numbers given in brackets (never
parentheses) indicates some discrepancy between otherwise similar
stories. In some cases the stories do not match entirely in details; in other
cases, in one version a particular story may be abbreviated but given in full
in another version. After the story concerning an Āran
̇
yaka monk and an
elephant (separate from the story concerning a baby elephant), for
instance, we find abbreviated references to incidents involving various
other animals. In order to catalogue which stories are found in which
Vinītaka, I have assigned letters such as the following: [6a] mare, [6b]
camel, [6c] deer, [6d] donkey, [6e] ewe, [6f] female dog, [6g] sow.
In both the synoptic edition and the concordance, I have included
references to sūtras in Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra and Autocommentary,
and also to Sanskrit fragments of theVinītakas preserved in two collections
(the Private Collection, Virginia [PCV] and the Berlin Turfan Collection
[SHT]). In the edition, I have underlined the Tibetan or Chinese text with a
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thick underline where it matches well with the text of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs
Vinayasūtra or Autocommentary; where there is some discrepancy, I have
used a wavy underline. To indicate parallels in Sanskrit fragments in the
Private Collection, Virginia109 and in the Berlin Turfan Collection, the
corresponding Tibetan and Chinese text is indicated with a note number at
the beginning and end of the parallel in addition to the aforementioned
thick or wavy underlines.
Although much of the work of indicating correspondences between
Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs texts and theModeleqie and other Vinaya texts preserved in
Chinese was already completed by Nakagawa, by introducing the ’Dul bar
byed pa to the discussion, I think that I have been able to improve on
Nakagawaʼs pioneering efforts in a number of places. All in all, I have been
able to place all of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs 37 sūtras from the Vinītaka, most but not
all with confidence. Under the relevant case histories, I have provided the
Sanskrit text of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra (from Nakagawa 1991a and
1991b); in a few places衾generally only when Gun
̇
aprabha cites the grantha
in his Autocommentary衾I have also included the text of the quotation in
order to compare it with the Vinītaka (Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs canonical grantha). In
addition, since it may be easier to compare Tibetan with Tibetan and not
Sanskrit, I have provided the Tibetan text of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Vinayasūtra
and Autocommentary as appropriate.110
I have generally not attempted to edit the Sanskrit, Tibetan, or
Chinese texts. For the Sanskrit text of Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs Autocommentary, I
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109 For two more Vinītaka fragments from the Private Collection, Virginia, see the
identifications reported in Hartmann and Wille 2014, 151 (F26. 2A＝sTog ’Dul ba
NA 18a3-19a4 [Vinītaka pārājika 3]; first transliteration: Dr. Klaus Wille;
identification: Clarke) and Yao 2016, 292n13 (F26. 1A＝sTog ’Dul ba DA 414b3-
415b3 [Vinītaka pārājika 2]; first transliteration: Dr. Klaus Wille; identification: Yao).
110 References to the Vinayasūtra and Autocommentary are to Peking, bstan ’gyur,
’Dul ba’i ’grel pa, vols. 123 and 124, respectively.
rely on the text published by Nakagawa (1991b). In only a few cases have I
emended the text. Thus, some of the brackets used to indicate emendations
belong to Nakagawa; some to me. In certain cases, I have added one of the
following words (apahrāsakr
̇
t ; sthūlam; sam
̇
prajānan; and Tibetan equiva-
lents) to Gun
̇
aprabhaʼs otherwise quite cryptic sūtras, but only where
Gun
̇
aprabha himself tells us in his Autocommentary that such words are to
be understood (and most have been indicated already in Nakagawaʼs
Japanese translation).
Uddānas or verse summaries are found only in the ’Dul bar byed
pa,111 and are numbered with lowercase roman numerals.
Finally, I invite the reader to compare the columns in the
concordance marked “MSV” and “1441.” It should be apparent from the
distribution of check marks (亜) in these two columns that the Tibetan
’Dul bar byed pa and the Modeleqie are almost identical in content and the
order of presentation of said content (for the exact order, one must refer to
the edition); where these two texts differ, the differences are often minor
(as indicated by the addition of lowercase letters in column one). It should
be equally evident that these two texts differ considerably from the
Sarvāstivādin Shisonglü.
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111 The Pāli Vinaya includes one uddāna at the beginning of the Vinītavatthu of
the first pārājika; see Oldenberg [1879-1883] 1969-1982, vol. 3: 33-34; Horner [1938-
1966] 1996-1997, vol. 1: 51-52.
Appendix 1: Concordance of Sthavira Parallels to the ’Dul bar byed pa
Abbreviations in Table: MSV＝Mūlasarvāstivāda-vinaya (’Dul bar byed pa); 1441＝T. 1441 (Modeleqie摩得勒
伽); 1435＝T. 1435 (Shisonglü十誦律); 1428＝T. 1428 (Sifenlü四分律); 1421＝T. 1421 (Wufenlü五分律).
[ ] VS Skt. Fragments Vinītakāni MSV 1441 1435 1428 1421 Pāli
Uddāna 1 亜 亜
1 Story of Sudinna 亜 亜 亜 亜 亜









jiputra 亜 亜 亜 亜 亜 亜
3 Amendment to pārājika 1 亜 亜 亜 亜
Monk has sex dressed as layman 亜
Monk has sex undressed 亜
Monk has sex dressed as follower of
other traditions
亜
Monk with hermaphrodite 亜








Monk with man 亜
Monk with child 亜





yaka & baby elephant 亜 亜
5 Āran
̇
yaka & elephant 亜 亜 亜 亜 亜
Reference to all other animals 亜 亜
6a




Abbreviated reference to story of
camel
亜 亜 亜
6c Abbreviated reference to story of deer 亜 亜 亜
Story of monk and deer 亜
6d
Abbreviated reference to story of
donkey
亜 亜 亜
6e Abbreviated reference to story of ewe 亜 亜 亜
6f
Abbreviated reference to story of
female dog
亜 亜 亜
6g Abbreviated reference to story of sow 亜 亜 亜
PCV F20.9 B1 Uddāna 2 亜
7 52, 72 PCV F20.9 B2 Five causes of insanity 亜 亜 亜
Monk is insane when he has sex 亜
8 PCV F20.9 B3 Five causes of derangement 亜 亜 亜
Abbreviated reference to monk who is
deranged
亜
9 PCV F20.9 B4 Five causes of affliction by illness 亜 亜 亜
Abbreviated reference to monk who is
afflicted by illness
亜
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10a PCV F20.9 B5
Monk has sex thinking 1 of the 3
passages is not a passage
亜 亜 亜
10b




Thinking 1 of the 3 passages is not a
passage
亜 亜 亜 亜
10d 74 PCV F20.9 B6




Thinking what is not 1 of the 3
passages is not 1 of the 3 passages
亜
10f
Thinking what is not 1 of the 3
passages is 1 of the 3 passages
亜 亜 亜 亜
10g 75
Unsure whether what is not 1 of the 3
passages is a passage
亜 亜 亜
10h Definition of the 3 passages 亜 亜 亜
10i
PCV F20.9 B7




Point at which pārājika incurred for
anal sex
亜 亜 亜
10k PCV F20.9 B8
Point at which pārājika incurred for
oral sex
亜 亜 亜
Thinking man to be a woman 亜
Thinking woman to be a man 亜
Thinking woman to be a woman 亜
Thinking man to be a man 亜
Upāsikā who deems sex the best
offering for monks suggests standing
instead of lying down
亜
Seated, woman moves; monk doesnʼt衾
as above
亜
Upāsikā who deems sex the best
offering suggests ejaculation outside
the 3 passages
亜
Upāsikā(Supabbā)who deems sex the
best offering suggests monk touch only
her breasts, etc., while she mastur-
bates him
亜
Upāsikā(Saddhā)who deems sex the
best offering suggests monk touch only
her breasts, etc., while she mastur-
bates him
亜
Upāsikā suggests protected sex would
not be an offence: pārājika
亜
Upāsikā suggests ejaculation outside of
body would not be an offence: pārājika
亜
Prostitute suggests ejaculation outside
of body would not be an offence:
pārājika
亜
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Woman has sex with Āran
̇
yaka monk
sleeping outside; monk no pleasure: no
offence
亜
Woman has sex with monk sleeping
outside; monk feels pleasure: offence
亜
Monk puts organ in another monkʼs
mouth: pārājika or sthūlātyaya depend-
ing on whether they were just fooling
around or not
亜
One monk has erection; another monk
takes it in his mouth; monk does not
enjoy
112
it; wonders if it is a pārājika :
only 1 monk commits offence
亜
Monk visits lay house; boy asleep;
monk takes organ in mouth; wonders if
it is a pārājika
亜
Monks bathing with laymen 亜





Abbreviated reference to story of
[female] monkey
亜 亜 亜
Story of monk and monkey 亜 亜
11b PCV F20.9 B9
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with long organ
亜 亜
Story of monk with long organ 亜 亜 亜
11c Abbreviated reference to story of lion 亜
11d




Abbreviated reference to story of
peacock
亜 亜 亜
11f Abbreviated reference to story of hen 亜 亜 亜
11g Abbreviated reference to story of cow 亜 亜
11h Abbreviated reference to story of mule 亜
11i












Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with supple back
亜
Story of monk with supple back 亜 亜 亜
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13a
Abbreviated reference to story of
Nandika
亜 亜
13b Story of Nandika 亜 亜 亜
Monk grabs another monk and has sex;
grabbed monk feels pleasure; wonders
if it is a pārājika : both monks pārājika
亜
Monk grabs a śrāman
̇
era and has sex;
śrāman
̇
era feels pleasure; wonders if





era grabs a monk and has sex;











both committed an offence
亜
Monk rapes another monk; raped
monk does not feel pleasure: no offence
for raped monk; offence for rapist
亜





does not feel pleasure: no offence for
śrāman
̇




era rapes a monk; monk does












era does not feel pleasure: no





Monk becomes woman (sex-change) 亜
Nun becomes man (sex-change) 亜
14 Monks bathing together 亜 亜 亜
15 68








Confession of a grave sthūlātyaya
arising from a pārājika
亜 亜 亜
16c
Confession of a light sthūlātyaya
arising from a pārājika
亜 亜 亜
16d
Confession of a grave sthūlātyaya





Confession of a light sthūlātyaya





17 Monk yawns 亜 亜 亜
18 69 Monk with constant erection 亜 亜
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Monk and mother incest
亜 亜 亜 亜
Monk and daughter incest 亜
Monk and sister incest 亜
Monk and former wife 亜
20 53
Monk and corpse on which he medi-
tates; worms; stages of decomposition
亜 亜 亜
21 Corpse meditation; corpse wakes up 亜 亜
Corpse; enter organ, withdraw from
sore
亜
Corpse; enter sore, withdraw from
organ
亜
Corpse; not yet decomposed 亜
Corpse; practically undecomposed 亜
Corpse; practically decomposed 亜
Corpse; decapitated head; touching 亜
Corpse; decapitated head; not touching 亜
Corpse; scattered bones 亜
Corpse; well-adorned woman 亜
22a/b 70, 71 Monk & housewife/upāsikā 亜 亜
23 Monk & housewife 亜
24
Abbreviated reference to story of
Saundarananda discussed in Vibhaṅga
亜 亜
Story of Sundarananda 亜
Story of Sundarananda 2? 亜
Story of Sundarananda 3? 亜




yaka monk injures naked
brahmin girl: pārājika or sthūlātyaya
depending on enjoyment
亜 亜




26 61 Monk with erectile dysfunction 亜 亜 亜
27 62
Monk with sleeping woman: pārājika
or sthūlātyaya depending on contact
亜 亜
Monk with sleeping woman; thinks no
offence if she feels no pleasure
亜
28a
Abbreviated reference to story about
monk with an intoxicated woman
亜
Story about monk with an intoxicated




Abbreviated reference to story about
monk with woman who is afflicted by
illness [mentally ill]
亜 亜
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Story about monk with woman who is




Abbreviated reference to story about
monk with woman who is unwilling
亜
Story about monk with woman who is
angry; thinks no offence if she feels no
pleasure
亜
Story about monk with woman who is
in agony; thinks no offence if she feels
no pleasure
亜
Story about monk with disabled




Application of above stories (27-28) to






Monk rapes woman; thinks no offence











aka feels no pleasure
亜
Monk rapes man; thinks no offence if
he feels no pleasure
亜







aka rapes monk; monk feels no
pleasure: no offence
亜






Sleeping monk with woman; enjoyed it;
unaware but did stir: sthūlātyaya
亜
30b
Sleeping monk with woman; unaware
but did stir: sthūlātyaya
亜
31
Sleeping monk with woman; did not
enjoy it: no offence
亜
32
Sleeping monk with woman; unaware:
no offence
亜
33 SHT (V) 1063 B1
Sleeping monk with woman; unaware;
no enjoyment: no offence
亜 亜
34
Sleeping monk with woman; unaware;
no enjoyment; but did stir: sthūlātyaya
亜
35a
SHT (V) 1063 B2
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35d












yaka with monk; 3 passages;
enjoyment; both commit pārājika
亜
36a SHT (V) 1063 B3
Evil śraman
̇






era[s] violate a woman in
































yaka with monk; 3 passages; no






















ā; 3 passages; no
enjoyment: monks commit offences
亜
37a
Application of above story involving
woman to cases involving men
亜 亜
37b
Application of above story involving













yaka with sleeping monk; 3
passages; did not wake up; unaware:

































yaka with sleeping monk; 3
passages; did wake up; but no























passages; did wake up; but no









yaka with sleeping monk; 3
passages; did wake up and felt
enjoyment: both commit offences
亜
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passages; did wake up and felt enjoy-








Application of above story involving
woman (38) to cases involving men
亜 亜
39b
Application of above story involving

































































yaka nun with newly






yaka monk with newly
ordained monk: pārājika or sthūlātyaya
depending on enjoyment
亜
43 SHT (V) 1063 B4
Abbreviated reference to Vibhaṅga
story of monk with sleeping monk: no





SHT (V) 1063 B5-
A2
Wooden statue of a woman
亜 亜 亜 亜 亜
45a
64, 65
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of ivory
亜
45b
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of stone
亜 亜
45c
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of cloth
亜
45d
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of resin
亜




Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of gold
亜
45f
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of silver
亜
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45g
Abbreviated reference to story of




Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of resin-cloth
亜
45i
Abbreviated reference to story of
monk with figurine made of clay
亜
Story of monk with image of woman
drawn in mud
亜
Story of monk with wall painting 亜
46 59 SHT (V) 1063 A3-4 Nāga maiden 亜 亜 亜 亜 亜
47 SHT (V) 1063 A5 Yaks
̇
a maiden 亜 亜 亜 亜
48a Apsaras maiden 亜 亜 亜 亜
48b Gandharva maiden 亜 亜
48c Asura maiden 亜 亜 亜 亜
49a 66 Preta maiden/Asura maiden 亜 亜 亜









51a Abbreviated story of Piśāca maiden 亜 亜










ā leaves cell door open;
raped while asleep: no offence for her,










Monk frees a dog out of compassion;
thinking he has committed a pārājika,
decides to have sex with former wife
亜
53a
Monk frees a sow out of compassion;
when rebuked as a thief, decides he
might as well have sex with someone
亜 亜
53b
Monk frees a sow out of compassion;
considering himself a thief, decides he
might as well have sex (with the sow)
[?]
亜
54 Monk frees a hen; same as above 亜 亜
55
Vulture drops meat into monkʼs bowl;
when rebuked as a thief, decides he
might as well have sex
亜 亜 亜
Monk with woman; stricken with
conscience
亜
Monk with dog 亜
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56 79
Monk urinates in front of female dog
who grabs monkʼs penis
亜 亜 亜
Monk lifts robe and urinates in front of
dog; dog grabs monkʼs penis; no
pleasure: no offence
亜
Monk lifts robe and urinates in front of
dog; dog grabs monkʼs penis; pleasure:
pārājika
亜
Should not keep animals where monks
live
亜
57 Monk & vixen: sthūlātyaya 亜 亜
58 80 Monk & Kinnarī 亜 亜
59 81
Naked monk & fish: should not cross
river naked
亜 亜
Monk lifts robe and crosses river; fish
grabs monkʼs penis; no pleasure: no
offence
亜
Monk lifts robe and crosses river; fish
grabs monkʼs penis; pleasure: pārājika
亜
60 67 Naked woman urinating in a hedge 亜 亜
Sex not in but between two lower
passages
亜
Places other than the three passages 亜
Monk visits laymanʼs house; young girl
asleep; monk inserts big toe/thumb:
saṅghāvaśes
̇
a (girl dies in Pāli)
亜 亜
Monk asleep with door open; lay-
woman has sex and leaves garland
亜
Monk thinks that having sex with
woman who is bent over cleaning up a
flood would not be a pārājika if he did
not touch her: pārājika
亜
61 87
Female wood gatherer has her way
with monk who falls asleep while
meditating: no offence, but should not
lie down alone in the open
亜 亜 亜 亜
Uddāna 10 亜
62
Female grass gatherer; details as
above
亜 亜
Female grass gatherer; full story 亜
Female cowherd 亜
Female goatherd 亜
Female cowdung gatherer 亜
Arhat has erection due to illness 亜 亜
63a
Abbreviated Vibhaṅga reference to
five causes of erections
亜
63b Five causes of erections 亜 亜 亜
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64 73
Monk with genital disease heard that a
doctor cured the same problem by
inserting penis into a womanʼs mouth;
monk follows example: pārājika
亜 亜
Woman set up at city gate to offer oral
cure for penile disease; monk asks if he
would incur an offence: pārājika
亜
65
Monk performing corpse meditation
attempts to have sex with prostitute
abandonded at the burial grounds with





Monk knocked to ground by bull; falls
on woman: no offence
亜 亜 亜
67 77, 84
Monk falls into well; woman who had







Monk & woman squeeze through




Monk & woman squeeze through
narrow entrance at same time; shoul-
ders touch: no offence
亜
69 82
Monk crosses river on boat with
woman; boat sinks; woman clutches
monkʼs neck: no offence
亜 亜 亜
70 86
Man named *Kapila seeks ordination as















72b Story of *Bhadra-kapilānī 亜
73
*Sujātā the nun is captured by rogues,
gagged, violated, and abandoned in
jungle, then driven out of nunnery




*Dhanī the nun is captured by rogues,
violated, and abandoned in jungle, then
driven out of nunnery when she
returns: no offence for one captured by
force
亜 亜 亜
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75
A nun who is captured by rogues,
violated, and abandoned in jungle is
then driven out of nunnery when she
returns: no offence for one captured by
force
亜 亜 亜
Monk lying down; woman has sex;
monk gets up hastily; no consent: no
offence
亜
Monk lying down; woman has sex;
monk knocks woman down; no con-
sent: no offence
亜
Monk lying down; woman has sex; no
consent: no offence
亜
Licchavi youths force monk to have
sex with nun
亜









Licchavi youths force monk to have
sex with prostitute and eunuch and
female householder
亜
Licchavi youths force monks to have
sex with monks
亜
Woman has sex with Arhat suffering
from stiffness; reveres him as a “bull of
a man” since he remains erect after sex
亜 亜
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